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ABSTRACT
HELPING USERS LEARN ABOUT SOCIAL PROCESSES WHILE LEARNING FROM
USERS: DEVELOPING A POSITIVE FEEDBACK IN SOCIAL COMPUTING
Venkata Sai Sriram Pillutla, M.S.
Department of Computer Science
Northern Illinois University, 2017
Philippe J. Giabbanelli, Director
Social computing is concerned with the interaction of social behavior and computational sys-
tems. From its early days, social computing has had two foci. One was the development of
technology and interfaces to support online communities. The other was to use computational
techniques to study society and assess the expected impact of policies. This thesis seeks to develop
systems for social computing, both in the context of online communities and the study of societal
processes, that allow users to learn while in turn learning from users. Communities are approached
through the problem of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), via a complementary use of net-
work analysis and text mining. In particular, we show that an efficient system can be designed such
that instructors do not need to categorize the interactions of all students to assess their learning ex-
perience. This thesis explores the study of societal processes by showing how text analytics, visual
analytics, and fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) can collectively help an analyst to understand complex
scenarios such as obesity. Overall, this work had two key limitations. One was in the dataset we
used, as it was small and didn’t show all possible interactions, and the other is in the scalability
of our systems. Future work can include the use of non-n-gram features to improve our MOOC
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Social computing was defined by Wang et al. to encompass the “computational facilitation of
social studies and human social dynamics” [154]. From its early days, social computing has had
two foci. One was the development of technology and interfaces to support online communities.
The other was to use computational techniques to study society and assess the expected impact
of policies [154]. While social computing can be approached using a variety of techniques, the
focus of this thesis is to contribute to both aspects of social computing by using text analytics and
network science. These two approaches have gained considerable attention over the last decade,
and continue to be active fields of research under the umbrella of “data science”. Text analytics
and network science have been widely used to capture rich social interactions through platforms
such as Facebook or Twitter. For example, complementary uses of text analytics and network sci-
ence in Twitter have provided an understanding of the autism community [11], revealed political
affinities [99], or highlighted public health concerns [80]. These various achievements have specif-
ically relied on text mining (using the supervised technique known as classification), text and/or
network visualizations, and network analysis. These different techniques will also be employed in
this thesis and will be further described in Chapter 2.
Data scientists have contributed to social computing by frequently asking two questions, in a
wide variety of contexts: can we detect what people say about a given topic [65, 98], and can we
predict or correlate what they say with what they do in the real world [80, 99]? The result of these
inquiries is frequently an analysis or algorithm that users can provide with specific keywords or
time periods of interest. In contrast, less attention has been devoted to the development of systems
that help users refine their understanding of a social phenomenon and can in turn learn from users
2to show a more accurate picture. In this thesis, we seek to develop such systems by using text
analytics and network science.
1.1 Contributions
The overarching goal of this thesis is to develop systems for social computing, both in the
context of online communities and the study of societal processes, that allow users to learn while
in turn learning from the users. In line with Pratt et al., we hypothesize that the creation of such
positive feedback can result in more accurate understanding of the complex dynamics that underlie
social phenomena [118]. Our overarching goal will be accomplished through two specific aims,
thus assessing the benefit of this feedback in both aspects of social computing:
1. Can instructors in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) use an automated system to
refine their assessment of the students’ learning experience while refining the system’s own
assessment?
2. Can a system guide analysts and modelers in exploring data about social processes while
learning from the users how to best guide them?
This thesis is motivated by designing better systems rather than by using a specific tool. Con-
sequently, a variety of techniques will be used. The data in all parts of this thesis consists of text,
thus text analytics will always be present. However, text analytics is more a field of research than a
specific method. Similarly, network science provides a large collection of methods which are only
united in this thesis by representing the input data as a graph/network.
31.2 Outline
The thesis is divided into three parts with specific goals. The first, introductory part of this
thesis introduces the fundamental notions of text analytics and networks that will be used through-
out this thesis (Chapter 2) and thoroughly exemplifies their use in social computing (Chapter 4).
The second part is devoted to aim #1: supporting instructors in assessing students’ learning experi-
ences in Massive Open Online Courses. This is accomplished by using a social network analysis in
Chapter 4 and by applying text classification in Chapter 5. The final part of this thesis focuses on
aim #2, that is, guiding analysts by providing an interactive visualization environment combining
fuzzy cognitive maps, text analytics, and visual analytics. Chapter 6 explains how an innovative
combination of these techniques is designed and implemented as an interactive visualization envi-
ronment. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarizing our accomplishments regarding
our overarching goal and offers directions for future work.
CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND: TEXT ANALYTICS AND NETWORK SCIENCE
The main approaches employed in this thesis are text analytics and network science. Their
application runs through the different chapters, with at least one of these techniques being core to
each chapter, and both being employed either to offer different perspectives on the same problem
(Chapters 4 and 5) or in a synergistic manner (Chapter 6). Consequently, this chapter establishes
the methodological foundations of these approaches and offers succinct examples of their appli-
cations. Thorough applications are provided in the specific context of each chapter. For example,
Chapter 3 provides a complete case study of text summarization and visualization, going beyond
the introductory notions presented here. All material related to this chapter can be accessed on a
third-party repository at https://osf.io/amryj, which includes the dataset I assembled for
this chapter and the software I developed to create network visualizations of text documents.
2.1 Introduction
We start by introducing foundational concepts of network science in Section 2.2, using net-
works formed from text documents as the guiding example. Then we describe different techniques
in text analytics, organized in three intuitive categories. Section 2.3 covers fully automatic tech-
niques in which there is no human intervention; algorithms use the text as sole input. In Section 2.4,
we briefly review semi-automatic techniques in which parameters are required in addition to the
text, and the user typically has to experiment with different parameter values to get the desired re-
sult. This includes word trees and text summarization. Finally, we discuss supervised techniques in
5which the text itself must be annotated by humans; such techniques may also include parameters.
Here, such techniques are represented by text classification. We note that none of these sections
seeks to provide an exhaustive overview of text analytics, which is beyond the scope of this thesis
and the subject of numerous books. Rather, we provide sufficient background to understand the
techniques selected in this thesis and the rationale for their selection. While our focus is on ana-
lyzing text, the generation of text combines many of the text and network concepts developed here.
Consequently, we provide it as a supplementary example in the appendix.
The guiding example for most of the algorithms shown in this section is a corpus that we
assembled on the Zika virus. The corpus consists of news reports over a period of 10 weeks (28
January 2016 to 11 April 2016) at a time when the Zika virus was commonly discussed. We used
LexisNexis as news aggregator, which is commonly used as a first step to assemble a corpus [51].
Note that this procedure is skewed towards large newspapers and could be complemented by other
online databases such as Access World News (http://infoweb.newsbank.com). Since our
corpus was assembled to exemplify the algorithms rather than as a subject of study itself, we did
not complement it by other databases to limit bias. Selection of news articles consisted of applying
the following criteria in sequence:
(i) find articles that include the keyword “Zika virus” and “America” or “USA” and in our
selected time period,
(ii) retain articles for newspapers having at least six publications.
Applying (i) resulted in 992 articles. After application of (ii), there were 487 articles from 25
newspapers. Meta-data about each article was kept in a separate Excel file and contained the
article’s title, author(s), publication date, and the newspaper. The corpus of 487 articles and the
meta-data (for all 992 articles) can be accessed online at https://osf.io/amryj.
62.2 Network science applied to text
Definitions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 formally define the notion of graph and two sub-types of graphs.
These are standard definitions in graph theory and can be found in textbooks such as [29] (pp.
2–4). A graph being a mathematical structure, it does not include a spatial embedding; that is, the
same one graph may be displayed in a number of ways depending on the number of dimensions one
wishes to see (e.g., 2D, 3D) and how elements should be positioned in these dimensions. To assign
a spatial embedding to a graph, we use a graph layout, formally defined in 2.2.3. In this thesis, we
will only be concerned with layouts to embed a graph in the plane by assigning a position to the
graph’s nodes (thus implicitly defining the location of edges).
Definition 2.2.1. A graph G = (V,E) is composed of a set of vertices (or nodes) V and edges (or
links) E. Nodes correspond to entities (e.g., words, persons) and edges correspond to relationships
(e.g., words appearing in a same sentence, persons working together).
Definition 2.2.2. A graph is directed when its edges have a direction. For example, an edge
(u, v) ∈ E, u ∈ V , v ∈ V indicates a relationship going from u to v. Conversely, a graph
is undirected if all edges are bidirectional: an edge (u, v) ∈ E,u ∈ V , v ∈ V indicates a
relationship between u and v.
Definition 2.2.3. Given a graph G=(V,E), a layout embeds G in a space <n of n-dimensions by
assigning a coordinate vector (v1, · · · , vn) for all nodes v ∈ V . When three coordinates x,y,z are
used, then we have a 3D layout, and when two coordinates x, y are used, then we have a 2D layout.
We can now illustrate these three definitions using text. To do so, we need to state (i) what
elements of the text are represented by nodes, (ii) what relationships are captured by edges, and
(iii) which specific layout is used. There are many possible choices for each of these steps. In this
example, the nodes correspond to words from the text. An edge between two nodes represents the
7co-occurence frequency (i.e., bi-gram frequency) of the associated words, that is, the number of
times the words co-occur in the entire text document. Finally, we use the Spring layout. The re-
sult is provided in Figure 2.1, rendered using our custom software (whose source code is provided
at https://osf.io/amryj). Using the same text, another choice for edges may have been
the semantic relationship between words; this creates a semantic network. In Figure 2.2, edges
between two words stand for synonymy. In sum, text can be represented by a network in many
different ways depending on the goal of the analysis. Goals may include word-sense disambigua-
tion [109], or text summarization [106].
Figure 2.1: A graph showing co-occurrence of words rendered using Spring layout.
Once data has been transformed into a graph, a large number of metrics can be used for anal-
ysis [47, 49]. In particular, centrality metrics can help the analyst to easily identify structurally
important words in the text. Three such commonly used metrics are degree centrality, closeness
centrality, and betweenness centrality. These metrics are introduced in Definitions 2.2.4, 2.2.5,
and 2.2.6 respectively. To illustrate these notions, we computed degree and betweenness centrality
8on each nodes using the same text as previously, and we rendered the result using a radial layout
in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.
Figure 2.2: A graph rendered using 3-level radial layout showing the edges between synonyms.
Definition 2.2.4. Degree centrality is the simplest form of centrality. The degree of a node in an
undirected graph is simply how many connections it shares with other nodes. The degree centrality




Definition 2.2.5. Closeness centrality is defined by the shortest path (number of edges) between
two nodes. The closeness centrality is the sum of all edges between a node and all other nodes





9Figure 2.3: A graph rendered using 3-level radial layout with words having high betweenness
centrality placed towards the center.
Definition 2.2.6. Betweenness centrality uses shortest paths. Betweenness is calculated by divid-
ing the number of shortest paths that pass through the node (v) by the total number of shortest






where σ(s, t) is the number of shortest (s, t)-paths, and σ(s, t|v) is the number of those paths
passing through some node v other than s, t. If s = t, σ(s, t) = 1, and if v ∈ s, t, σ(s, t|v) = 0.
Centrality metrics may involve the whole network (in the case of betweenness and closeness)
or not (for degree), but they always compute values for specific words/nodes. In contrast, some
metrics may provide a number about the network as a whole. Two such metrics are density and
average path length, presented in Definitions 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 respectively.
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Definition 2.2.7. The density of a graph G=(V,E) is the percentage of the number of edges of a
clique, observable graph [17, 44, 119]:
D(G) =
2|E|
|V |(|V | − 1)
Definition 2.2.8. The average path length (also called average distance) is the arithmetic mean
of all distances in the graph [17, 46]:
l(G) =
1




where d(vi, dj) is the length of the shortest path between the nodes.
2.3 Fully automatic techniques: word/tag clouds
Word clouds are among the most commonly used visualization techniques for text. Word
clouds are an easy to use yet powerful way to visually summarize a text document by extracting the
words with highest frequency from a text or corpus. A related type of visualization is the tag cloud.
Tags are labels associated to text when manually categorizing them, rather than being automatically
inferred from the text itself. Since both types of clouds are about displaying representative terms
(either present in the text or user annotated), they are addressed together in this section.
Over the past few years, most of the research work has gone into the tag cloud visualization.
Cui and colleagues have proposed classifying these visualizations into two groups [27]: static
tag clouds and dynamic tag clouds. In their research, the dynamic version consists of a static
cloud associated to a time slice (Figure 2.4). Users can browse a time series of documents and,
for a specific period, a static cloud is generated. Note that this definition of “dynamicity” differs
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from other visualizations where some elements come and go and those that remain are moved
accordingly.
A key problem in tag cloud visualization is that of large white spaces; this is particularly
salient in settings where space is scarce (e.g., mobile, PDAs) or shared across many applications
(e.g., large displays with numerous renderings shown together). One approach to create a layout
for the tags is to think of it as a graph layout (Definition 2.2.3) problem. The problem of creating
a layout consists of finding an algorithm that places the nodes to facilitate exploration of a graph,
for example by making some properties salient or making it more intuitive for the type of data
that it represents. A tag cloud can be transformed into a graph, where tags are nodes and edges
stand for the similarity between tags (e.g., measured by co-occurence). Then, a graph layout can
be used (e.g., force layout, radial layout) and only the nodes (i.e., tags) will be displayed while
edges will be ignored. An example is offered in the work of Bielenberg [12], who proposed using
Figure 2.4: Overview of the system, reproduced from Cui et al. [27]. In the top center, the x-axis
represents the time (allowing to select a word cloud for a specific time slice) and the y-axis conveys
how much of that word cloud is shared with all other word clouds (i.e., significance).
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the “importance” (defined as the number of occurrences) of words in a radial layout. Given the
popularity of tag clouds, there are also several proprietary algorithms to render them, such as those
developed for Wordle.net.
Word clouds can serve as a starting point for a deeper analysis [43]. For example they help to
quickly judge whether the given text is relevant to a certain topic. In a large corpus of document,
a word cloud can be conveniently generated when hovering over one document to gain a succinct
sense of its content.
2.4 Semi-automatic techniques: trees and summarization
2.4.1 Word tree cloud
The techniques mentioned in the previous section were able to take in text data and render it
without any other human intervention. Tree clouds (Figure 2.5) are similar to word clouds, as they
show the frequency of words in a text using the word’s size. There is also a network, which in this
case is limited to a tree. The tree’s structure shows the semantic proximity of words in the text.
That is, the distance between two words is represented by the length of the path between them in
the tree. The other difference between tree clouds and word clouds is that a tree has to have a root,
and this is determined by the user. Consequently, we categorized tree clouds as semi-automatic.
According to Gambette and Veronis [43], the first step in building a tree cloud is extracting
the list of frequent words from the text. Then, stop words may be removed from the list to get
a meaningful tree cloud. In order to connect the words, it is necessary to have distance metrics
between pairs of words. This is done using the semantic distance matrix (Definition 2.4.1), which
operates over a sliding window of width w (i.e., number of words [set to 30 by default]) and with
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step s (i.e., distance between two sliding windows [set to 1 by default]). Note that words are not
stemmed in this procedure, hence “mosquito” and “mosquitoes” would both appear on the result.
Definition 2.4.1. A semantic matrix O for two words Wi and Wj is a 2 × 2 matrix which counts
the number of times that both/none/only one appears in a portion of the document (e.g., sentence
or paragraph). For example, consider the following text: “Sriram is a computer science student.
Northern Illinois University offers a master’s program in computer science. Sriram, let us play
with the sliding window.” Assume a sliding window of width w = 2 words and step s = 1. In each
bigram, we will count whether Wi=‘Sriram’ and/or Wj=‘science’ appear. The matrix is:
Has ‘science’ Does not have ‘science’
Has ‘Sriram’ O1,1i,j = 1 (“science. Sriram”) O
1,2




O2,1i,j = 3 (“computer science”, “sci-
ence student”, “computer science.”)
O2,2i,j = 17
The size of words in tree clouds usually reflects their frequency. Colors can also be used to
convey information. For example, Gambette and Veronis use colors to represent categories [43].
Additional information can be displayed using brightness. For example, brightness may be used
to encode time (thus making it possible to distinguish articles from different dates). Alternatively,
brightness can show whether the word appears in one place in the text or in many places (us-
ing a dispersion coefficient). While the method by Gambette and Veronis focuses on encoding
information in the words, edges are underutilized. This suggests that future visualizations can
represent information in the edges, either numerical (e.g., through edge thickness) or categorical
(e.g., through edge color). This could include semantic distance (numerical) or word relationship
(categorical).
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Figure 2.5: Word tree cloud of the Wikipedia “Zika” entry using http://treecloud.univ-mlv.fr.
2.4.2 Prefix word trees and suffix word trees
Word trees are a text visualization technique which can be defined as an interactive graphical
version of the traditional “Keyword in Context” (KWIC) method [38] proposed by Wattenberg
and Viegas [156]. Parts of sentences that follow or precede a set of words chosen by the user
are visually organized as a tree. In a prefix word tree, the root word is on the left and the words
immediately following the root word are to its right. In a suffix word tree, the root is on the right,
and in a double word tree, it is in the center. A double word tree combines the prefix word tree
and the suffix word tree. Similar to word tree clouds (Section 2.4.1), font size is used to represent
the number of times a word or phrase appears. Note that the scale is not linearly proportional
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Figure 2.6: Suffix word tree showing all instances of “Zika virus.”
to the word’s frequency; instead, the word’s size is proportional to the square root of the word’s
frequency [156], so that it leaves sufficient room above and below.
The word trees shown in this section are generated with the help of Google developer charts.
The content is the same as in the previous section regarding the Zika virus. Figure 2.6 shows an
example of a suffix word tree, a prefix word tree is displayed in Figure 2.7, and a double word tree
is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
With the use of Word trees, it is easy to spot repetition in contextual words that follow a phrase.
A word tree can either narrow or widen the text search. For instance, if the current phrase is “Zika
virus,” clicking on the initial “Zika” will re-center the tree on the phrase “Zika” (see Figure 2.6),
thus helping the user to explore the context further. On the other hand, if the user clicks on a
word in a branch of the tree, such as “2015-present” in the branch “outbreak,” then the tree will be
re-centered on the longer phrase, “outbreak (2015-present)” (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.7: Prefix word tree showing all instances of “Zika virus.”
Figure 2.8: Double word tree rooted at “Zika.”
2.4.3 Text summarization
The difficulty in understanding enormous texts has necessitated intensive research in the area
of text summarization within the natural language processing community. Automatic text summa-
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rization is the process of generating a summary by condensing large articles into short paragraphs
or sentences while retaining the important information.
Summarization is a hard problem in natural language processing because the summary of a
document depends on the context in which the summary is needed. At the same time, it is tedious
for human beings to manually summarize large texts and essays. Consequently, the growth in data
is paralleled by a growing need for automatic summarization, even when the techniques are im-
perfect. There is a wide variety of techniques to summarize text depending on the type of the text
and the type of summary required. To simplify them, we consider mainly two approaches (while
noting the existence of hybrid approaches as well): extraction (also known as shallow techniques)
and abstraction (also known as deep techniques) [120]. The summary generated by extraction is
developed based on the words and phrases in the actual text. Some smoothing techniques are used
to repair any incoherence occurring in such extractions. The summary generated by abstraction
techniques is not limited to the explicit words of the text; natural language generation techniques
are used to generate the summary [120]. Since the output texts are machine generated, summa-
rization may require rich linguistic sources such as WordNet (a lexical database which groups
words into sets of synonyms called synsets) and domain-specific corpora. In this thesis, we use
extraction-based methods. Consequently, the remainder of this section is devoted to identifying
which existing sentences in the documents should be selected to be part of the summary.
Most early work on single-document summarization was focused on technical documents. In
his seminal 1958 paper, Luhn proposed a text summarization technique which describes the re-
search done at IBM in the 1950s [96]. In particular, he proposed an algorithm which produces a
summary based on the frequency of the words by assuming that frequent words represent the most
important concepts of the text. The process is summarized in Algorithm 1 and works as follows.
First, we sort the words by frequencies. Then, a significance factor is computed for each sentence
by counting how many frequent words it contains. Sentences are then ranked by significance factor.
Finally, the top-ranked sentences are selected to constitute the summary. Note that this approach
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only looks at the frequency of the words; it loses the ordering of words within sentences. This
representation of words as frequencies without ordering is called a bag of words.
Algorithm 1 Luhn’s algorithm
1: procedure SENTENCESIGNIFICANCE(S)
2: count← {} . Frequencies of words
3: sentenceSignificance← {} . Significance Factors of sentences
4: for sentence i ∈ S do
5: for word w ∈ i do
6: if w ∈ Count then
7: count[w]← count[w] + 1
8: else
9: count[w]← 1
10: for sentence i ∈ S do
11: for word w ∈ i do
12: if i ∈ sentenceSignificance then




There are several issues with Luhn’s algorithm. First, it does not take into account the position
of words in the document. This ignores that paragraphs such as the first and last (concluding) ones
may contain more important information than other paragraphs. Second, it is limited to a single
document. Third, it ignores semantics. One solution provided by Erkan and Radev that helps to
summarize a whole corpus consists of identifying “centroids” and then considering that sentences
that have more words from the centroid are better [34]. Algorithm 2 shows how the centroid is
computed. An important statistical notion involved in this algorithm is the term frequency–inverse
document frequency (tf-idf ). While there are different ways to operationalize the term frequency
tf, we use its simplest (not normalized) form consisting of the raw frequency of a term. The inverse
document frequency idf is also taken in its simplest form, without smoothing, etc. Each is formally
presented in Definition 2.4.2, together with its combination as tf-idf.
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Definition 2.4.2. The term frequency tf(t, d) is the number of times that a term t appears in one
document d. The inverse document frequency idf(t,D) looks at whether the term is common
across the set of documents D. If we denote by nt the number of documents containing the term t,
then idf(t,D) = log |D|
nt
. The tf-idf shows the importance of the term t in a document d given the
corpus D:
tfidf(t, d,D) = tf(t, d)× idf(t,D)
Algorithm 2 Centroid Score Computation
1: procedure CENTROIDSCORECOMPUTATION(Sentences S, threshold t)
2: wordstfidf ← ∅
3: for s ∈ S do
4: for w ∈ s do
5: wordstfidf [w]← tf(w)× idf(w)
6: wordscentroid ← ∅
7: for w ∈ wordstfidf do
8: if wordstfidf [w] > t then




13: for s ∈ S do
14: sentenceScore[s]← 0
15: for w ∈ s do
16: sentenceScore[s]← sentenceScore[s] + wordscentroid[w]
17: return sentenceScore
To go beyond this, sentences can be seen as a graph using the sentence-based graph represen-
tation (Definition 2.4.3) [34]. Sentences similar to many other sentences can intuitively be thought
as providing a good proxy, or summary. There are different ways to operationalize such sentence-
based graph. Here, each node represents a sentence as a vector but instead of the raw frequencies
as in Luhn’s approach, each word is given its tf-idf. The similarity between two sentences (i.e.,
the edge’s value) is then computed using the cosine similarity, which can be seen as a method of
normalizing the document length during comparison.
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Figure 2.9: A graph rendered with documents as nodes and the similarity between them as edges.
Similarity is computed using cosine similarity. Dotted lines denote edges with similarity scores
less than 0.1.
For example, consider four documents d1 = “Tom reads novels,” d2 = “Tom and Harry read
newspapers,” d3 = “The sun in the sky is bright,” and d4 = “Tom and Harry enjoy reading newspa-
pers.” Figure 2.9 renders a network of these documents with the edges representing the similarity
between them.
Definition 2.4.3. In a sentence-based graph, the nodes represent sentences. An edge connecting
two nodes represents the similarity between the two sentences.
We note that, while these methods can deal with summarizing a corpus rather than a single
document, they still have many drawbacks in sentence selection. For example, they still do not
weight sentences based on their positions in documents. In addition, redundancy is not taken care
of. For example, imagine that the same sentence is present in two documents (e.g., as a quote from
a spokesperson). The algorithm will see this case as two sentences with high similarity, which are
thus more likely to be present in the summary. Finally, there is still no semantic, so polysemous
words (i.e., words which have different meanings) are treated as the same words. For example,
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two distinct meanings of the word “cold” are (1) lacking warmth of feeling and (2) a common viral
infection in which the mucous membrane of the nose and throat become inflamed.
Semantics, and particularly word-sense disambiguation, are an important problem in the natural
language processing community. One strategy was presented in [7] using the notion of lexical
chain. A lexical chain is a set of words (from the text) that are inter-related in one of three ways:
(1) Extra-strong relation: between a word and its literal repetition. For example, consider the
following text, “Arm is a kind of limb. Arm workouts improve muscle strength.”
(2) Strong relation: between two words connected by a word-net relation. In the example above,
the word arm is a hyponym to limb. Hyponymy is a wordnet relation where a more specific
word is connected to a given word.
(3) Medium-strong relation: between two words when the link between synsets of words is
longer than one with not more than five links [74]. Consider the sentence, “I have a dog and
a cat.” Here dog and cat are hyponyms to “animal” but they are not directly related to each
other. Hence there is a medium-strong relation between them.
All three types are illustrated in Figure 2.10. Algorithm 3 provides the method to construct a lexical
chain.
Identifying the right chain for a word is also based on the distance between the word and the
words in the chain. The authors suggest that the maximum distance between related words should
depend on the type of relation: no limit for extra-strong relations, a window of seven sentences
for strong relations, and a window of three sentences for medium strong relations. Note that a
window is always measured as going forward; i.e., if we start at one sentence then a window of
three sentences includes this sentence and the next two.
When a given candidate word has a word-net relations with words from different chains, It is
added to a chain based on the following priority order: extra-strong relations are given the highest
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Figure 2.10: Lexical chains showing different relationships. Note that ‘−1′ denotes a reverse order,
e.g., a land is an area; (i) shows an extra-strong relation between “dog” and its repetition. (ii)
represents a strong relation between “play” and “athlete”, and between “play” and “tennis”. (iii)
shows a medium-strong relation between “dig” and “garden.”
priority and strong relations are preferred over medium-strong relations. Intuitively, if a word w1
has a medium-strong relation with anotherw2 which is two sentences afterw1, and a strong relation
with w3 which is six sentences after w1, then w1 is assigned to the chain having w3 and not to the
chain with w2. A thorough example of the construction is provided in Figure 2.11 based on the
following text, taken from http://betobaccofree.hhs.gov/laws/: “Tobacco control
programs aim to reduce disease, disability, and death related to tobacco use. A comprehensive
approach—one that includes educational, clinical, regulatory, economic, and social strategies—has
been established as the best way to eliminate the negative health of tobacco use.”
This process can assign a given word to several chains. To reduce the algorithmic complexity,
when the number of chains for a particular word exceeds a given threshold (i.e. 10 chains), then
pruning is performed by removing interpretations with low scores from the chaining process. De-
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Algorithm 3 Algorithm for Chain Construction
1: procedure CHAINCONSTRUCTION(S) . Reduces sentences to only containing nouns
2: CandidateWords← ∅
3: for s ∈ S do
4: for w ∈ s do
5: if POS(w) is Noun then . If Part-of-speech tagging identifies w as a noun
6: CandidateWords← CandidateWords ∪ {w}
. Assume that CandidateWords can be indexed from 0 to n
7: chains← ∅
8: for i ∈ [0, n] do
9: chain← {CandidateWordsi}
10: for j ∈ [i+ 1, n] do . Applies a sliding window
11: if CandidateWordsj ∈ wordnet.synset(CandidateWordsi) then
12: chain← chain ∪ {CandidateWordsj}
13: chains← chains ∪ chain
14: return chains
Figure 2.11: Visual representation of lexical chains.
tails of the equations can be found in [7]. Once the chains have been constructed, we can extract
sentences from them and start forming the summary. To do so, Barzilay and Elhadad suggest (i)
finding a representative word from each chain (i.e., the most frequent term) and (ii) extracting the
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Frequency of occurrence of
words is an important metric to
generate the summary.
Different parts of the text are given
the same weightage and Words






Sentence similarity is computed
so that sentences which are not
related to the context of the doc-
uments are eliminated.
Words with different senses are






Barzilay was the first to discuss
word-sense disambiguation,
which is one of the most
important problems in NLP.
Extracted sentences contain
anaphora links (words that are used
instead of repetition) to the rest of
the text. For example: “His Father
had cancer. He might get it as
well.” This has been investigated
in [112]. Sentence granularity:
all our methods extract whole
sentences as single units. This has
several drawbacks: long sentences
have significantly higher likelihood
to be selected.
sentence from the text that first contains this word. This results in extracting one sentence per
chain.
2.5 Supervised techniques: classification and document retrieval
2.5.1 A brief introduction to classification
In the field of machine learning, a classification model is constructed using a set of training ob-
servations D = {X1, X2, · · · , XN} such that each observation has a class value (or “label”) taken
from a discrete set of size m. When m = 2, we speak of binary classification. Conversely, when
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m > 2, we are in the general multi-class situation. The classification model relates the features in
the training data to one of the class labels. The model can then be used on new instances (i.e., for
which the label is unknown) in order to predict the label. One usually speaks of a classification
problem when labels have categorical values and of a regression modeling problem when labels
have continuous values. Classification can be applied to generate insights from datasets of various
sizes and data types, ranging from large-scale national (structured) surveys [48] to pilot studies with
questionnaires [25, 26] and text data. Our focus is on text classification, which is a well-known
problem whose examples abound (e.g., news filtering, opinion mining, spam identification) [1].
Before any classification task, two of the most fundamental tasks that need to be accomplished
are document representation and feature selection (i.e., identifying the features relevant for the
classification task). While feature selection is also desirable in other classification tasks, it is
especially important in text classification due to the high dimensionality of text features and the
existence of irrelevant (noisy) features. Different measures to identify the importance of features
were proposed in the literature [1]. These include Gini index or entropy, information gain, mutual
information, χ2 statistic, etc.
The characteristics of an object in the dataset are known as the feature values and are typically
presented to the machine in a vector called a feature vector. A classifier is a type of supervised
learning because it is built on training data, that is, instances that are labelled with the target
class [13]. When the classifier is built, the vectors are considered in isolation from all others [13].
Intuitively, the classifier then seeks combinations that will help to correctly identify the labels
based on the input data. In order to evaluate the quality of a classifier, there are three basic metrics:
precision (Definition 2.5.1), recall (Definition 2.5.2), and the F1 score (Definition 2.5.3).
Definition 2.5.1. Precision is the ratio
tp
(tp+ fp)
where tp is the number of true positives and fp
the number of false positives. The precision is intuitively the ability of the classifier not to label as
positive a sample that is negative [102].
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Definition 2.5.2. Recall is the ratio
tp
(tp+ fn)
where tp is the number of true positives and fn the
number of false negatives. The recall is intuitively the ability of the classifier to find all the positive
samples [102].
Definition 2.5.3. The F1 score can be interpreted as a weighted average of the precision and
recall where an F1 score reaches its best value at 1 and worst score at 0. The relative contribution
of precision and recall to the F1 score are equal [60].
F1 =
2 ∗ (precision ∗ recall)
(precision+ recall)
There are many ways to build a classifier, and several of them may end up having the same
“quality” when judged by the metrics aforementioned. For example, a linear classifier makes
a classification decision based on a linear combination of the inputs. Alternatively, a support
vector machine (SVM) builds a hyperplane. As shown in Figure 2.12, there are different lines
(or hyperplanes) that offer a solution to the classification problem. A line which passes too close
to points will capture noise (over-fitting) and hence it is not an optimal solution. The goal of an
SVM algorithm is to find the hyperplane that has the largest minimal distance to the training data
points. The notion of margin in SVMs refers to double that distance. The optimal solution for this
example is shown in Figure 2.13. In this thesis, we will frequently employ SVMs.
While some applications of text classification have received particular attention, such as senti-
ment analysis, one should note that they really are typical text classification problems. In sentiment
analysis, a classification model is constructed using a set of training observations, as in any other
classifiers. The particularity is that the class labels refer to “sentiments.”
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Figure 2.12: Multiple solutions to the prob-
lem. Figure 2.13: Optimal hyperplane.
2.5.2 Document retrieval
The goal of an information retrieval system is to return documents optimally based on a query.
The system achieves this goal by returning documents which are relevant. In other words, docu-
ments having higher scores than others are deemed to be relevant and thus retrieved. The retrieval
accuracy depends on the efficiency of the scoring function. Many retrieval models have been
proposed over decades, but no single retrieval function has been optimal [162]. Among these
numerous models, typical ones include variants of the vector space model [39, 135, 136] and prob-
abilistic models [42, 94, 115, 125]. The remainder of this section succinctly introduces both types
in turn. Then we will explain language modeling approaches such as the query likelihood model
and the KL divergence model. We will also discuss the advantage of using topic modeling over
unigram models.
The vector space model was developed for the SMART information retrieval system [134] by
Gerard Salton and his colleagues (Figure 2.14) [137]. Vector space model treats documents and
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Figure 2.14: Document retrieval timeline showing vector space models [137], BM25 [125], lan-
guage modeling approach [115], and KL divergence retrieval technique [93].
queries as vectors in an N -dimensional space, where N is the number of indexing features. That
is, the j-th document of a collection is represented as a document vector:
dj = (w1,j, w2,j, . . . , wt,j)
where the weights are non-zero if the corresponding term appeared at least once in the document.
One way of computing the weights is to use the tf-idf (see Subsection 2.4.3 for details). Similarly,
the user’s query is given by the vector:
q = (w1,q, w2,q, . . . , wn,q)
Generally, the document vectors are ranked according to their cosine similarity (or some other












The vector space model with tf-idf weighting and document length normalization has tradi-
tionally been one of the most effective retrieval models, and it remains quite competitive as a
state-of-the-art retrieval model [162].
The popular BM25 (usually called Okapi) retrieval function [125] is very similar to the tf-
idf vector space retrieval function discussed above, but it is motivated and derived from the 2-
Poisson probabilistic retrieval model [125, 126] with heuristic approximations. BM stands for
“best match” and the 25 is the version number showing the evolution of this weighting scheme.
Consider a document D = (df1, . . . , dfV ) with a vocabulary of size V (i.e., number of distinct
words), where dfj is the frequency of the jth term in the document. To score the document D
against a query, BM25, a term weighting function wj(D,C), exploits term frequency, document
length, and collection statistics. For adhoc retrieval, by ignoring repetition of terms in the query,
this function can be expressed as:
wj(D,C) =
(k1 + 1)dfj
k1((1− b) + b |D|¯|D|) + dfj
log
N − dfj + 0.5
dfj + 0.5
where dj is the frequency of term j in the document, |D| is the length of the document (i.e., the
total count of words in D), ¯|D| is the average length of the document in the collection C, and k1
and b are free parameters. The document score is obtained by adding the term weights of the words
that match the query q:




While both models rely on heuristic design of retrieval functions, an interesting category of
probabilistic models called language modeling approaches has been efficiently retrieving docu-
ments without much heuristic design; that is, they employ less or no free parameters compared to
their vector space counterparts. A language model refers to a probabilistic model of text; it defines
a probability distribution over sequences of words. Ponte and Croft proposed to score documents
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using language modeling technique [115], which later became known as the query likelihood scor-
ing method. In their approach, a language model is estimated for each document, and then the
documents are ranked based on their likelihood of the query according to their estimated language
models. Ponte and Craft used a basic language modeling approach in which the query is assumed
to be a sample of words drawn according to a document’s language model. Documents are ranked
based on the probability score given to the query. Intuitively, a query is given highest score if
its words occur frequently in the document. Retrieval based on language models can explain the
data by means of probabilistic modeling [115], which in turn can help in improving the retrieval
performance. Vector space models cannot provide such guidance to the researcher.
The query likelihood retrieval function can be formally described as follows. Let D be a doc-
ument and q be a query. Let θD be a language model based on document D. The score of the
document D with respect to q is the conditional probability p(q‖θD). Let V = {w1, ..., w|V |} be
the vocabulary of the collection C. We can define a binary random variable Xi ∈ {0, 1} for each
word wi to indicate whether the word wi is present (Xi = 1) or absent (Xi = 0) in the query.







(1− p(Xi = 1‖D))
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator, p(Xi = 1‖D), is equal to the relative frequency of the
word wi in D:
p(Xi = 1‖D) = c(wi, D)|D|
where c(wi, D) is the frequency of word wi in document D and |D| is the length of D.
One problem with the ML estimator is that an unseen word in a document D would get a zero
probability and the model accuracy is negatively affected. To avoid this, the ML estimator needs
smoothing. In Ponte and Croft’s model, smoothing of setting the probability of a missing word in a
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document as the probability of the missing word over the whole collection. Consequently, none of
the words in the collection would get a zero probability. They further made the smoothing robust,
by heuristically taking the geometric mean of the ML estimate and the average term frequency
across all the documents in the collection [115].
The basic language modeling approach (i.e., the query likelihood scoring method) can be in-
stantiated in different ways by varying (1) θD (e.g., multiple Bernoulli or multinomial), (2) estima-
tion methods of θD (e.g., different smoothing methods), or (3) the document prior p(D).
The state-of-the-art probabilistic model is the KL divergence retrieval model, which is a robust
and empirically effective document retrieval model that can incorporate advanced language mod-
els [93]. The KL divergence [91] is a statistical measure that quantifies how close a probability
distribution is to another probability distribution. The KL divergence retrieval method was intro-
duced in [93]. It is similar to vector space model but we use language models rather than using
term vectors to represent documents and the query [163]. This approach considers two language
models: one for the query (θQ) and one for the document (θD). In other words, a specific query
is a sample observed from a query language model (θQ), whereas a specific document is a sample
from a document language model (θD). Intuitively, the smaller the distance between the document
model and the query model, the higher the document would be ranked.
The KL divergence of these two models is measured to see how close they are to each other,
and that distance is used as a score to rank the documents. Formally, the score of a document D








Smoothing plays two roles in this retrieval function [161]:
(1) estimation improvement: it helps improve our estimate of θD when D is small, and
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(2) query term discrimination (IDF): it helps reducing the weights of common terms in the query.
IDF weighting in the query likelihood retrieval model is achieved indirectly through smoothing
with the collection language model p(w‖C) [161]. Dirichlet prior smoothing has been recognized
as an effective smoothing method for retrieval [164]. The KL divergence retrieval model together
with Dirichlet prior smoothing is the state-of-the-art baseline method for the language modeling
approaches to information retrieval. The probability of term w in document D after Dirichlet prior
smoothing is:
P (w‖D) = (1− α)P (w‖D) + αP (w‖C)




In the previous chapter, we have seen different text visualization and text summarization tech-
niques to understand and analyze text. As a result of the vast increase in the amount of unstructured
data, there is significant increase in the need for text analytics. Staggering volumes of textual in-
formation is one problem policy makers face when trying to understand the outcome of a new
intervention. In this chapter1, we will describe how text visualization techniques and automatic
text summarization can be helpful in framing health interventions. We exemplify the usage with
the help of a case study centered on taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages (SSB) in California. Our
scripts and full-sized images can be accessed online at https://osf.io/3x6av/.
3.1 Introduction
Public opinions play an important role in planning and implementing new policies. Under-
standing the feasibility and acceptability of a public policy is important for the policy makers
when they frame an intervention. Understanding public opinions in policy making may not only
help policy makers frame interventions in a better way but also implement them in a publicly
acceptable way.
Close to two thirds of US adults are currently overweight or obese [87]. Several policies have
been proposed to tackle the obesity epidemic [54, 151, 165]. These include economic measures
1All of this chapter was published in the following article [51]. My contributions consisted of (i) producing the
visualizations, (ii) implementing and applying text summarization techniques. Data was collected by Dr. Giabbanelli,
and expertise on the context was provided by Jean Adams.
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such as increasing taxes on unhealthy food items and providing subsidies for healthier ones [6].
There is growing evidence from modelling and pragmatic studies [18, 35] that taxes on less healthy
food can reduce intake and sales. But many of these population interventions cannot gain public
acceptability, meaning policy makers choose not to implement them [117]. Consequently, there
is a need to better understand public opinions regarding these sorts of public health interventions.
Surveys and qualitative analysis have been used to understand public opinions [124]. The drawback
with surveys and qualitative analysis is they need time to be deployed and analyzed.
Twitter has been a popular choice for many studies as Twitter messages (tweets) [15, 32, 79,
133]. But the tweets are limited to 140 characters, which limits the amount of information people
convey in the health policy debate while news articles can be a better alternative as they convey
more meaningful information along with the user comments.
3.2 Case study
Despite modelling studies showing evidence that SSB taxes can have beneficial health ef-
fects [18, 35], concerns over public acceptability of such policies are one reason why policy makers
are reluctant to consider framing such policies. The two SSB taxes in our case study were put to
the vote in 2014 in Berkeley and San Francisco, California. An earlier 2011 survey in nearby
Santa Clara County found that 67% would support a SSB tax and 37% would oppose it [143].
In Berkeley, CA, the tax was $0.01 per ounce on the distributors of sugar-sweetened beverages
(SSB) and syrups operating within the city. The proposal was for a tax that would apply to sugary
soda, energy drinks, juice with added sugar, and syrups that go into sugary drinks; 100% juice and
drinks with milk as the first (primary) ingredient were exempt because of their nutritional value.
Diet soda and alcoholic drinks were also exempt. The tax revenue was designed to go into the
city’s general fund, and the Sugar-Sweetened Beverage Product Panel of Experts had to publish an
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annual report forming recommendations on how to allocate the funds to “reduce the consumption
of Sugar Sweetened Beverages in Berkeley and to address the results of such consumption” [148].
On 11 February and 4 February, the decisions to vote on SSB tax through a formal ballot were
made in Berkeley and San Francisco respectively. There was campaigning from both supporters
and criticizers of SSB tax. Ultimately, the tax was put to vote and gained support from 76.16% of
voters in Berkeley while it did not pass in San Francisco.
3.3 Creating a corpus: data collection and cleaning
3.3.1 Data collection
The time period of interest and the main events are summarized in Figure 3.1. We collected
news reports published between 1 January 2014 and 31 January 2015. We captured any coverage
related to the run-up to the ballot decision by extending the data collection period back to 1 January
2014. Extending the inclusion period to 31 January 2015 gave the opportunity to capture short-term
reflections of the implementation.
In order to explore any changes in reporting over the time periods before the ballot, after the bal-
lot but before implementation, and after implementation, reports were considered in three groups.
Reports published between 1 January 2014 and 4 November 2014 were pre-ballot; reports pub-
lished between 5 November 2014 and 31 December 2014 were post-ballot but pre-implementation;
and reports published between 1 January 2014 and 31 January 2015 were post-implementation.
Creating these categories allows to explore the impact of events during analysis.
We performed text analysis on all types of news articles (including news, features, editorials
and other comment) as well as reader comments. Reader comments provide an insight into public
perception and can show the divide between the arguments in the article and the public opinion.
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Figure 3.1: Timescale for the data collection and main periods used in the analysis.
Newspapers were selected if they published at least four articles between 1 January 2014 and
31 January 2015 that matched our target content, per rules summarized in Box 1. Candidate
newspapers included local and national American newspapers as well as international English-
language newspapers. Four successive approaches were used in identifying candidate newspapers,
resulting in a total of nine newspapers with 165 news articles and 3,864 comments (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2 shows the time at which these articles were written, showing that articles appeared
around the elections as witnessed in previous policy research [110].
Box 1. Selection Criteria.
(Berkeley OR San Francisco) AND tax AND (soda OR sweetened beverage
OR sugary drink)
OR
(Berkeley AND measure D)
OR
(San Francisco AND Proposition E)
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Figure 3.2: Collected news articles by source and time. The inset summarizes selected newspapers
with the number of articles (as found per selection criteria in Box 1) and corresponding comments.
First, we applied the same search criteria which we used to collect news articles about Zika
virus in Chapter 2. The search criteria was applied via the LexisNexis database, which has a
wide reach, particularly of American content. Using this database as the first step is a common
approach [110]. This resulted in including the Contra Costa Times, Los Angeles Times, New York
Times, and the Washington Post.
Second, we repeated the search criteria on each of the five largest daily newspapers in the USA
(measured by the 2013 combined circulation and online viewing data compiled by the Alliance
for Audited Media) via their own search facility. This resulted in adding USA TODAY and the
Wall Street Journal. Third, we repeated the search criteria for newspapers that had a significant
readership in either Berkeley or San Francisco. This resulted in including the Daily Californian
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(local Berkeley newspaper), the East Bay express and the San Francisco Chronicle. Finally, we
also applied the search criteria to the top-five English-language newspapers outside the USA, by
circulation figures. None were retained for the analysis as our search criteria did not find enough
documents in these newspapers.
3.3.2 Data cleaning and wrangling
Each document was separated into the news article and the readers’ comments after removing
all the additional information (e.g., advertisements, links to other articles) that were not part of the
article itself. Metadata about the articles was kept in a separate database and contained the article’s
title, author(s), publication date, newspaper, type of newspaper (i.e., local/state/national), number
of readers’ comments, and search terms that led to finding the article.
As there were only 165 articles following nine different formats, cleaning of the article and
preparation of the database was done manually, rather than investing in developing cleaning scripts
tailored to each newspaper’s format. In contrast to the articles, 3,864 comments made it necessary
to process them using scripts. Writing such cleaning scripts can be time consuming, partly because
of the wide differences in functionality and formats across newspapers (Table 3.1).
3.4 Applying text analytics to the corpus
3.4.1 Solutions most readily available to policy makers
Policy makers can analyze news articles and associated reader comments using well-established
software such as Jigsaw and IN-SPIRE that policy makers usually have access to. More func-
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Table 3.1: Differences in comments across newspapers
Comment functionality







No No Yes No Set spaces Text
Daily Californian Yes No Yes No Set spaces Text
East Bay Express Yes Yes No Yes N/A Text
Los Angeles
Times
Yes Yes Yes No Depends on peo-
ple’s use of @
Text
New York Times Yes No Yes Yes HTML Structure HTML
San Francisco C. Yes No Yes No Depends on peo-
ple’s use of @
Text
USA Today Yes No Yes Yes Set spaces Text
Wall Street Jour-
nal
No No Yes Yes HTML Structure HTML
Washington Post Yes No Yes Yes HTML Structure HTML
tionalities could be obtained from more specialized or research software (e.g., Luminoso from the
MIT Media lab [141] or TopicNets [64] from the university of California.
Documents are typically coded for themes. Both Jigsaw and IN-SPIRE [158] allow themes
to emerge (through clustering), as illustrated in Figure 3.3. The height of each theme indicates
the number of documents in it, while the words above the theme show the main keywords used
by the algorithm to define that theme. The distance between themes indicates how they relate.
In this example, it is immediately apparent that there were three broad categories: elections and
ballots (left), health (center), and company regulations (right). The specific themes within the last
category include company sales (which may get impacted by the tax) and changes in can sizes (to
compensate for the tax).
When trying to assess public opinion, one may seek to examine the context in which specific
words are used. An example of a motivating question would be, “What do people say about tax?”
One way to do this is to build a word tree using Jigsaw. Figure 3.7 shows such a word tree using
readers’ comments, and several of the main arguments already appear: some consumers see it as
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Figure 3.3: Using the Galaxy view from IN-SPIRE [158] on the articles.
an attack against their freedom to eat a wide range of foods (e.g., a “regressive sin tax” along the
lines of taxing cookies or “everything that can kill you”), have doubts about the use of proceeds
(e.g., “revenue to fund other projects or even their own generous pay raises”), fear a disproportional
impact on the poor, or even on jobs (“corporations absorb the hit and reduce jobs”). A similar word
tree built on the news articles (provided at https://osf.io/3x6av/), rather than the readers’ comments,
depicts a different picture, with benefits on childhood obesity and funding health programs more
prominently featured.
In addition to this, if a policy maker is interested in understanding the correlation between
different events, he can generate a correlation graph that is a visual symmetric matrix which show
the correlation between the themes as shown in the Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows how the themes
in the SSB case study emerged over time along with their importance. One of the best ways to get
deeper insights is to use Facets in IN-SPIRE. Figure 3.6-(a) shows terms which are contributing
to negative sentiment, ranked by contribution; Figure 3.6-(b) shows terms which are contributing
to positive sentiment, ranked by contribution; Figure 3.6-(c) shows all the 165 themes extracted
from the corpus. Last, Figure 3.6-(d) shows the clustering of documents based on the theme using
IN-SPIRE‘s Galaxy view.
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Figure 3.4: Finding correlation between themes.
Finally, a policymaker may be interested in knowing who is behind certain arguments or how
organizations are associated. This can be achieved by entity tracking. Jigsaw automatically
processes the documents to identify organizations, persons, locations, and other types of entities.
Entity tracking can be done at the micro-level by following links (displayed as lines in Figure 3.8
top). For example, one can start with the American Beverage Association, pick a document in
which it is mentioned, and see what else is being mentioned. Alternatively, it can be done at the
macro-level by finding the entities that co-appear the most with the American Beverage Associ-
ation (e.g., showing that African-Americans are particularly co-mentioned) across all documents
(Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.5: Emergence of themes in the articles over time.
3.4.2 Advanced solutions
There is still quality of analysis but less accessibility to policy makers in off-the-shelf soft-
ware. Text summarization is of particular interest when policy makers are faced with a large
corpus that they need to quickly condense. We implemented the (graph-based ranking) LexRank
algorithm [111]. One issue with this algorithm is that policy makers cannot simply pass it the text
and get a summary; they need to choose the value of a parameter, which has a large impact on
results. For example, one value can produce an irrelevant summary (“the issue with fructose is the
way it is metabolized only by the liver”) while another value produces a very relevant one (“the
proposed law benefits San Francisco bureaucrats like Scott Wiener who would like to get their
hands on that expected $30 million a year by taxing”). By carefully choosing the right value, it
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Figure 3.6: Sentiment analysis and theme-based clustering using IN-SPIRE.
Figure 3.7: Finding readers’ arguments that followed the word “tax” using Jigsaw. The full-
sized figure is available at https://osf.io/3x6av/ together with the word tree based on the
articles.
is possible to generate summaries and compare how they change depending on the source (news
vs. readers’ comments) or time (pre-ballot, post-ballot, etc.). The temporal difference is clear. For
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Figure 3.8: Using entity tracking in Jigsaw on the articles.
example, the readers’ comments post-implementation are summarized as “While some local busi-
nesses have felt the effects of the citywide ordinance, sales of sugary drinks sold on campus have
not and will not be affected because the UC system is not bound by city laws.” In contrast, their
comments pre-implementation were (perhaps sarcastically) summarized as, “If this passes, please
continue on and tax red meats, ice cream, donuts, fast food [etc.].” The difference between the




In this chapter, SSB taxes were used as a guiding example to detail the process of collecting,
cleaning and analyzing data. Off-the-shelf software that policy makers can use to frame interven-
tions were emphasized. We noticed in creating the corpus, preparing the data is time consuming,
like qualitative analysis. But text analytics and qualitative analysis do not scale in the same way.
In text analytics, time is spent in writing scripts (e.g., to collect or clean data), and the time it takes
is proportional to the number of different data sources (e.g., one has to decode the format specific
to each newspaper). After this set-up cost, the cost of analyzing one additional article is negligible.
In qualitative analyses, substantial time would be spent in developing the coding framework, but
analyzing each additional article will also require a small amount of additional time.
The off-the-shelf solutions that we presented have in common that they see all documents as
being equally relevant. However, this is not the case in reality. For example, the SanFrancisco
Chronicle (which had the most articles per our search criteria) also had articles of which the SSB
tax was not the subject; instead, the tax may have been briefly mentioned as part of a subject’s
past record of political endorsements. This could lead to finding irrelevant themes or entities that
are not truly connected. Consequently, a more accurate analysis would have to ensure that only
relevant parts of the article (if any) are used. Similarly, when assessing public opinions via readers’
comments, we need to ensure that the article they comment on strongly relates to the SSB tax.
While emphasizing a generic procedure to perform text analytics, we note that there are a
few limitations affecting the results specific to the guiding example. First, our search procedure
cannot claim to have found all articles relevant to the SSB tax debate in California. While it is
common to use only one database for text analytics (e.g., [69]), we searched within the LexisNexis
database as well as daily newspapers with a large readership either locally or nationally and the
top five English-language newspapers outside the USA. This procedure is skewed towards large
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newspapers and could be complemented by other online databases such as Access World News
(http://infoweb.newsbank.com). In addition, using the largest newspapers does not guarantee that
their articles have been at the core of the debates.
CHAPTER 4
ANALYZING COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN STUDENTS IN A MOOC
The previous chapter discussed how automatic text summarization techniques, and text visual-
ization using off-the-shelf software can reduce human effort in understanding large collections of
text files. This chapter1 focuses on analyzing learners’ interactions using network analysis tech-
niques. Analyzing these interactions can be crucial in understanding high attrition rates in MOOCs.
We continue our analysis on the same dataset and use text classification to avoid manual catego-
rization of students’ discussions in Chapter 5. Our scripts can be accessed at https://osf.io/dexnd/.
4.1 Introduction
Similar to other online courses, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) often rely on learner
interaction as a mechanism to promote learning. However, little is known at present about learner
interaction in these recently popularized informal learning environments. Online learning envi-
ronments use connected network technologies (e.g., discussion boards) to facilitate meaningful
interactions [59]. While one might assume that the learners will learn comparably to their coun-
terparts formally enrolled in higher learning institutions, extremely high MOOC attrition rates are
also now well evidenced [88]. Two main strategies to understand learners’ experience include
the interaction analysis model (IAM) [66], which categorizes their interaction, and social network
analysis (SNA), which focuses on the relation between dynamics (i.e., who interacts with whom
1All of this chapter was published in the following article [147]. My contributions consisted of the social network
analysis detailed in this chapter. Analyses conducted by coauthors are not included in this thesis. Data was collected
by coauthors.
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over time) and learning outcomes. This chapter focuses on SNA while the next chapter deals with
the IAM.
SNA has been used in many occasions to study MOOCs [46]. For example, it allowed Goggins
et al. to find that the social interactions in a MOOC changed over time, and in particular, they
tend to sparsify [58]. In Gillani and Eynon’s [56] study of one Coursera MOOC, they also found
sparsification of topical discussion forums over time. In addition, they found that the MOOC
network featured multiple small, dense networks rather than a single connected network. Other
studies have tried to link SNA measures such as centrality to course performance, with mixed
results [31].
Our study relies on data from a specific science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) MOOC offered through a prominent MOOC provider, Coursera. The MOOC is simply
titled “Chemistry.” In this class, participants were asked to collaborate on a discussion board that
corresponded with the module topic. Students were also provided two additional discussion boards
(General Discussion, Study Groups) that did not correspond with a given week but were open
ended. The data was downloaded by individual discussion posts. The analytic data set comprised
274 unique students and three unique instructors/teaching assistants (staff). The data encompasses
one complete session of the class with over 992 posts in seven topic areas across all forums. These
interactions between students can be seen as a network of student nodes. Each time they interact,
a connection between them is made and represented by edges.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.1.1, we discuss what network metrics (intro-
duced in Chapter 2) mean in the context of MOOC. Then we apply these metrics to our MOOC in
section 4.1.2. Finally, Section 6.6 contextualizes the result in terms of learner-learner interaction
and suggests complementary analyses for future work.
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4.1.1 Metrics in context: what they mean in a MOOC
It is common to use social network analysis (SNA) when studying the interactions of a group
of people [44]. To apply SNA, we need to represent the interactions in a MOOC as a graph. The
graph is typically un-directed, represents persons as nodes (e.g., anybody who posted a topic or
made a comment/reply), while their interactions form connections (e.g., when a person replies to
another in a topic thread) represented as edges (Figure 4.1) [44].
Figure 4.1: (a) Discussion thread showing the interaction between the users: A,B,C, and D. (b)
The corresponding un-directed graph.
With the graph created we can perform SNA by measuring various aspects of the graph. The
literature on SNA applied to MOOC includes several case studies using the notion of centrality
(Section 2.2). For instance, Rabbany et al. [119] built Meerkut-ED, a tool for assessing student
participation. They used degree centrality to observe the relative importance and influence of
students in the MOOC discussions. They generated a student interaction graph at different time
stamps using a radial layout (as in Section 2.2), placing more central students towards the center to
monitor the change in students’ behavior throughout the course. Garcı´a-Saiz et al. [44] proposed a
tool called Elearning Web Miner using different centrality measures such as degree and betweeness
centralities on a graph generated based on interactions between instructor and students. Dowell et
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al. [31] used network properties such as degree, closeness, betweenness, and Coh-Metrix [61]
to investigate relationships between learners’ discourse and social centrality. They showed that
learners who have a conversational style of discourse with simpler syntactic structures occupy a
more central position in the network. There have also been works employing SNA metrics in the
context of MOOC but focused on the field of MOOC research rather than MOOCs themselves. For
example, Gasevic et al. [46] identified the association of different factors with the success rate of
acceptance of proposals related to MOOCs on citation and co-authoring networks.
In addition to (relatively) straightforward centrality metrics such as degree or betweenness,
Yang et al. [160] employed advanced metrics including the authority score (corresponds to the
importance of information stored in that node) and the hub score (corresponds to the quality of
nodes’ links) [85] to explore student dropout behavior in MOOCs. Their results show that students
with authority scores that are one standard deviation higher than the average are 33% more likely
to drop out of the course.
4.1.2 Methodology
As stated in Section 4.1.1, we built several graphs to analyze the social network and the inter-
actions between participants. We view the graphs at two different levels. The measures employed
in our analysis are at both the node (e.g., centrality indices) and network levels (e.g., density and
average path length introduced in Definitions 2.2.7 and 2.2.8 respectively). In other words, we
measure the dynamics of individual participants (i.e., nodes) and the community as a whole (i.e.,
network).
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4.1.2.1 Macro-level: the whole community
In this section, we gain a basic understanding of the graph created from the MOOC using SNA.
We do this first by coming up with graphs of each individual topic and measuring how it changes.
Figure 4.2: Examples demonstrating graph edges and nodes.
In Figure 4.2 we can notice how node C forms a connection with node E and later with node
A. The graph becomes more connected as the community becomes more collaborative. In SNA
terms, the network is becoming denser and the average shortest path length is decreasing. To find
and visualize this data, we create Table 4.1 showing the changes.
Table 4.1: Different metrics for the example graph.
Ex: 1 Ex: 2 Ex: 3
Average Shortest Path 1.067 1.6 1.4
Nodes 5.0 5.0 5.0
Edges 4.0 5.0 6.0
Average Degree 1.2 1.2 2.0
Density 0.4 0.5 0.6
We also visualize the degree rank distribution of the network with a degree rank plot (see
Figure 4.3). On the Y axis we have the degree of the node (higher is more important); on the X
axis is the rank or importance of the node (lower being more important). The network we are most
interested in is that of user interactions. A node in the network corresponds to a person. A link
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between two persons exists when one person directly answered a post made by another user. For
example, Joseph starts a post with the title, “Any one started working on the project?” Then John
answers his question by posting, “Yes.. I did.” Sriram then answers with his post, “Nailed it.” Then
the network structure is Joseph← John← Sriram.
Figure 4.3: Figure demonstrating degree-rank.
4.1.2.2 Micro-level: individual participants
In Section 4.1.4 we look for trends in centrality. In our example graph (Figure 4.2) we found
the important players and Micsaw node C make more connections. At the start node B was the
most connected participant and later we saw node C make more connections and even become
more connected than node B. This is visualized using a parallel coordinates plot. Along the Y
axis is the measure of normalized degree centrality. The X axis is various example graphs (e.g.,
Example 1, Example 2, Example 3). Each line is a node changing position as connections change
from each example network.
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Figure 4.4: Figure demonstrating degree centrality of the above example.
Table 4.2: Comparison of measures for Topics 1-7
Discussion board Nodes Edges Density Average degree of nodes Average Distance
Topical (weekly) - - - - -
Topic 1 76 115 0.02 1.18 3.10
Topic 2 33 52 0.05 1.45 2.96
Topic 3 11 12 0.11 0.82 3.02
Topic 4 27 33 0.05 1.30 2.24
Topic 5 17 16 0.06 0.88 3.53
Topic 6 17 14 0.05 0.35 1.84
Topic 7 18 17 0.06 0.83 2.27
General Discussion 147 180 0.01 0.64 5.02
Study Groups 47 78 0.04 1.60 3.12
4.1.3 Comparing measures for each module
In this section the comparison of various metrics are shown. These metrics include: average
shortest path, number of nodes, number of edges, average degree and density of the different topics.
Table 4.2 shows the metrics for each individual topic. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the centrality
degree distribution for individual nodes from Topic 1 to Topic 7 cumulatively.
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Figure 4.5: Degree distribution on a log-log
scale for Topics 1-7.
Figure 4.6: Degree distribution on a linear
scale for Topics 1-7.
4.1.4 Trends in centrality
This section details the change in centrality of the nodes as the course elapses. To understand
this shift in the nodes, degree centrality, betweeness centrality, and closeness centrality were com-
puted for all the individual topics. These centralities of the nodes were plotted against individual
topics using parallel coordinates in Figures 4.7a, 4.7b and 4.7c.
Results are shown in Figure 4.7 for the top 25 nodes by centrality. Others are not shown for
readability and because their centrality became so small that changes can be due to noise. Results
suggest that the role of the most central participants changed little over time; those who answered
multiple posts essentially persisted in this behavior (Figure 4.7c).
4.2 Discussion
Both content analysis and social network analysis indicate a marked decrease in discussion
board activity as the course elapsed. One consistent finding of research on other MOOCs is that
these courses are characterized by high dropout rates, as much as 90% [72]. When exploring the
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(a) Shifts in Betweeness-centrality of 1-25 nodes
(b) Shifts in Closeness-centrality of 1-25 nodes
(c) Shifts in Degree-centrality of 1-25 nodes
Figure 4.7: Shifts in centrality of 1-25 nodes.
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macro-level of the MOOC, some important discoveries are made. The level of participation drops
off very quickly. Starting with the General Discussion forum, there are 147 participants. In the
final topic of the MOOC, Topic 7, there is only 18 remaining participants. Only approximately
12% of participants finished the MOOC. There is also a problem of low density. Density relating
to the amount of edges between the nodes implies that this MOOC had low levels of discussion.
Finally, we see the average degree and average shortest path remain low throughout the various
topics. After plotting the degree distribution, it is clear to see that there are only a few highly
connected nodes. This may imply that one or two participants are answering questions for many
of the other participants instead of encouraging discussion.
At the micro-level we tracked the trends in centrality. All topics were added cumulatively from
Topic 1 through Topic 7. In order to better analyze the data, the degree distribution is visualized
(see Figure 4.6). The SNA from the current study shows that the number of learner interactions
quickly becomes more sparse, and the little interaction that remains is heavily dependent on a few
highly engaged learners.
The visualization only includes the top 25 participants as the data gets very noisy as more are
included. It is clear from the visualization that there is one very well-connected participant, Rob
Jeremiah G. Nuguid. This seems to confirm the results of the macro-level analysis. SNA also
indicated that the number of participants who were actively participating quickly declined after
the early modules. When learners did interact, the low average number of interactions shows that
they rarely interacted with more than one other classmate. Additionally, the SNA found that the
interaction patterns were different in the latter part of the course when compared with the early
modules. The students who did persist contributed to a greater degree as the course progressed.
CHAPTER 5
CLASSIFYING STUDENTS’ DISCUSSIONS IN A MOOC FORUM
The previous chapter explained the dynamics of interactions between students in a MOOC
course using social network analysis and content analysis with the help of IAM framework. But
manually categorizing student discussions into IAM framework categories is an arduous task. Su-
pervised learning is the machine learning task of determining a function from labeled training data
to automatically categorize new data. We briefly discussed text classification in Section 2.5.1.
In this chapter1, we will explain how text classification can solve the problem of automatically
categorizing students’ interactions. Chapter 4 and chapter 5 can synergistically improve online
education by providing a means to track students’ performance. The scripts we wrote to build the
classification model can be accessed at https://osf.io/68feu/.
5.1 Introduction
Text classification has met with significant success in real-world text-based learning tasks. In
machine learning, classification is the problem of identifying to which set of categories a new
observation belongs. Text classification was briefly discussed in Section 2.5.1. A more detailed
explanation about the usage of different machine learning algorithms for text categorization can be
found in [1]. Text classification has started gaining importance in improving education, especially
in an online setting (MOOCs).
1Material in this chapter has been submitted to Computers in Human Behavior as V.S Pillutla, A. Tawfik, P.J
Giabbanelli. “Automatically Identifying the phases of Learner-Learner interaction by Applying Data Mining to a
Large Open-Enrollment Course.” The data used in this chapter is the same as was collected by coauthors of Chapter 4
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In this chapter, we present how text classification can help instructors to assess learners’ perfor-
mance based on their interactions. The main aim of this chapter is to provide an automatic means
to assess where learners stand in terms of the IAM framework, rather than the current resource-
intensive approach of manually reading and categorizing all of the learners’ activities.
We will present recent work on classification of students’ posts and their limitations in Sec-
tion 5.2. In Section 5.3 we introduce a popular framework to understand learner interaction: the
IAM framework. Finally, we present our automatic category identification approach in Section 5.4.
5.2 Related work
Rossi and Gnawali [128] proposed a language-independent text classification model to catego-
rize text based on the discussion threads in Coursera MOOC forums. They classified the discus-
sions into social/small talk, open-ended topics, (un)resolved close-ended problems (e.g., assign-
ments), course logistics, etc. The main aim of their model is to help the course instructor notice
and solve the unresolved problems and make the best use of his time. They defined and tested
language-independent features for the supervised classification of threads. Since their goal was to
build a language-independent model, they cannot use an n-gram model as an input to their clas-
sifier. They considered features such as number of views, number of votes, number of posts in
a thread, number of unique users in a thread, etc. They peformed the classification via a support
vector machine (SVM) classifier with linear kernel and obtained a precision and recall of 0.686
and 0.700 respectively.
Liu et al. [95] proposed another classifier to reduce the workload on the course instructor. They
trained the classifier on forum data from the Scala MOOC given by the EPFL in 2014. They cat-
egorized user posts into the target categories: question, answer, clarification request, clarification,
positive feedback, negative feedback, off-task (spam or misplaced text). The basic set of features
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chosen by Liu et al. include number of words in the post, number of sentences, number of spelling
errors, number of question marks, number of relevant words, etc. A set of relevant words was
selected from the lecture slides and posts. Presence of such words in user posts was counted as a
feature to capture the relevance of a post to course material.
Agrawal et al. [2] proposed an pipeline to mine confusion from the user posts. A post is
categorized as “confusing” if its author explicitly asks for clarification or implictly reveals a gap
in his understanding of some concept. Identifying confused posts can reduce the effort of the
instructor and help him answer those relevant forum posts. The other target classes in their model
are “neutral” and “knowledgeable.” They built their model using n-grams and a combination of n-
grams features and non-n-gram features such as number of upvotes, number of reads, time stamp,
etc. Their evaluation reveals that there is no significant increase in the precision and recall when
additional features were added to the n-gram feature space.
These three models discussed above had their limitations. The target classes used in their
models do not cover all possible forum interactions. For example, some students just share their
thoughts without the intent of asking any questions. This case isn’t covered. Some students tend to
re-write or cite the question before answering it. These kinds of posts may be misclassified as ques-
tions instead of answers. Hence, we chose to use the interaction analysis model (IAM) framework
which can categorize the learner interactions into a broader set of categories. IAM framework has
been used in various studies [36, 63, 129, 146, 157] involving analysis of discussions.
5.3 Interaction analysis model framework
A prominent framework to conceptualize learner interaction is the interaction analysis model
(IAM) [66]. IAM posits that the process of learner-learner interaction advances through five
phases. These phases of interaction reside along a continuum that begins with sharing information
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(Phase 1) and progresses to application of newly constructed knowledge (Phase 5). In Phase 1,
individuals share and compare information. In Phase 2, they are able to identify areas of disagree-
ment from their previously shared ideas. Once discrepancies in understanding are identified, Phase
3 describes learner-learner negotiation of meaning as they weigh evidence, and identify areas of
overlap in their understanding. Phases 4 describes how learners synthesize their agree-upon knowl-
edge. Finally, Phase 5 consists of agreement statements about how to apply their knowledge. In
the IAM, each phase also comprises sub-phases. For instance, Phase 1 consists of stating an opin-
ion (P1:A), agreeing with peers (P1:B), providing examples (P1:C), clarifying details (P1:D), and
identifying problems (P1:E). Alternatively, Phase 5 includes sub-phases such as summarization of
agreements (P5:A), applications of new knowledge (P5:B), and instances of metacognition (P5:C).
To date, the IAM framework has been applied to understand learner-learner interaction in relation
to formal online higher education. Less attention has been given to interaction in MOOCs. A key
contribution of this chapter is to investigate the extent to which the phase of the IAM framework
can be inferred from MOOC traces using text mining.
5.4 Automatic category identification
5.4.1 Data pre-processing
In general, pre-processing for classification of text data involves two main steps: (i) ensuring
that all classes are balanced such that none will skew the classifier (which applies to all classi-
fication problems) and (ii) transforming the text into a feature vector (which is specific to text
classification). This section summarizes both in turn.
In our data, classes are imbalanced (Figure 5.1). The issue of imbalance has been extensively
discussed by Japkowicz [78]. As noted by Poolsawad and colleagues [116], “On such data, learn-
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ing classification methods generally perform poorly because the classifier often learns better the
majority class.” This problem arises in part because classifiers assume that the training data is
balanced and that errors have the same cost [116, 121]. It can be addressed either by changing
the error costs or by balancing classes [107]. Balancing can be achieved by either under-sampling
(i.e., taking a sub-sample uniformly at random of the majority class) or over-sampling (i.e., cre-
ating synthetic examples of the minority class). Phase 2, which has a total of 38 samples across
all its sub-phases, cannot be over-sampled, hence it was excluded from the analysis. Different ap-
proaches were proposed in the literature to over-sample the minority class (e.g., synthetic minority
over-sampling technique [20] and adaptive synthetic sampling [70]).
Figure 5.1: Distribution of posts per phase category.
In total, sub-phases 1-B, 1-C and 1-E have 146 observations. This is less than the total for
either 1-A (n=377) or 1-D (n=431). Thus we merged 1-B, 1-C and 1-E to form a new class: Other
Posts. To achieve a balanced distribution of classes, we over-sampled Other Posts to 292 posts
using synthetic minority over-sampling technique (SMOTE) and under-sampled the sub-phases A
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and D to 292 posts each by selecting a random subset. This introduces randomness in the process;
hence, datasets were generated multiple times (as detailed in the next section). To sum up, the final
target classes for our model are 1-A, 1-D, and Other Posts. After balancing the classes, there are
292 samples for each class (876 samples in total).
When transforming the text into a feature vector, there are two key parameters: the number of
features to retain (max features), and the threshold (max df). The max features parameter specifies
how many features (sorted on the word frequencies) to retain; max df specifies the vectorizer to
ignore terms that have document frequency lower than the given threshold. The choice of their
values has an important impact over the classification results, thus we explored which combinations
were optimal. Results are reported in Figure 5.2 and show that max features = 3731 (i.e., using
all features) and max df = 0.7 yields the best results. In the next section, the data fed to the
TfidfVectorizer (and then provided to the classifiers) will thus always be transformed with these
parameter values.
Figure 5.2: Heatmap showing how number of features and the maximum document frequency filter
in the tf-idf conversion impact the average precision (left) and recall (right). The best values of
precision and recall are obtained formax features = 3731 (i.e., using all features) andmax df =
0.7. The linear SVC was used as classifier.
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5.4.2 Analysis
SVMs with two kernels (linear and RBF) [22], decision tree, and random forest classifiers were
trained using the dataset. Scikit-learn 0.17 was used to build the classifiers [114]. Linear SVC is
similar to SVC with linear kernel but it is implemented using liblinear instead of libsvm, which
gives a wide choice of penalties and loss functions [138]. Radial basis function (RBF) kernel SVC,
polynomial kernel SVC, etc., can be used when the data points are linearly inseparable [5], but text
data, being high dimensional, is often linearly separable [81].
After building the classification model, precision, recall, F1 score, and support are computed
for the individual classes per definitions 2.5.1, 2.5.2 and 2.5.3.
Based on their content, posts were classified into respective IAM categories which correspond
to a particular course module (week). ten-fold cross validation was performed on the data [92].
This process repeats 10 times, and each time, one of the 10 parts is used to test the classifier which
is trained on the remaining nine subsets. Since we over- (via SMOTE) and undersampled the data
to balance classes, we ran the classification models 10 times each and report on the average in
Table 5.1. The best classifier as reported in the table is linear SVC, which provides an average
precision of 0.79 and an average recall of 0.78. Having optimized the vectorization and selected
the best classifier, we now turn to exploring the parameter space for this classifier in order to further
improve classification accuracy.
After identifying the threshold max df and max features, we performed a parameter sweep
(Figure 5.3) to optimize the SVM with the fixed threshold max df as 0.7 and max features = 3731
and identified that the maximum average precision, recall and F1-scores were obtained with the
default parameters of SVM on Scikit-learn: ‘kernel’: ‘linear’, ‘C’: 1.0, ‘verbose’: False, ‘probabil-
ity’: False, ‘degree’: 3, ‘shrinking’: True, ‘max iter’: -1, ‘decision function shape’: None, ‘ran-
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Table 5.1: MOOC post classification results of five classifiers trained on tf-idf representation of
user posts with max features = 3731 and max df = 0.7. Note that there are many additional
parameters (as will be further discussed in the case of linear SVC); parameters not reported in the







Linear Kernel SVC kernel = “linear”,
class weight=“balanced”
0.782794029 0.776437692 0.776323357
Linear SVC class weight=“balanced” 0.789062036 0.783300561 0.789062036





criterion=“gini” 0.652521205 0.636922888 0.632572003
Random Forest Classi-
fier
criterion=“gini” 0.720407507 0.704541624 0.699219153
dom state’: None, ‘tol’: 0.001, ‘cache size’: 200, ‘coef0’: 0.0, ‘gamma’: ’auto’, ‘class weight’:
‘balanced’.
In our search for the best classifier, and the optimization of the linear SVC, we repeated ex-
periments 10 times (and each used a 10-fold cross validation). Having established the best one,
we now check whether additional experiments are required or if 10 times is sufficient. We use the
confidence interval method to compute the number of required runs. Specifically, we computed
the confidence interval to give an estimated range within which the true mean average precision
is expected to lie. The confidence interval for the average precision is calculated using equa-
tion 5.1 [127]:






X¯ = mean of the output data from the replications
S = standard deviation of the data from the replications
n = number of replications
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Figure 5.3: Parameter sweep to optimize the SVM. Empty cells correspond to combinations that
are not technically valid.
tn−1,α
2
= value from t-distribution with n-1 degree of freedom and significance level α
2
In our case, the average precision of the initial 10 replications performed is 0.7890, standard









where d = the percentage deviation of the confidence interval about the mean.
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We determined the number of replications required (10.04 ≈ 10) using Equation 5.2 [127],
which is obtained by rearranging confidence interval formula. Consequently, 10 simulations were
sufficient to report results within a 95% confidence intervals and we did not run additional experi-
ments.
The final average precision, recall, and F1-score percentages of the 10 replications of linear
SVC with the default parameters are found to be 78.90, 78.33, and 78.90 respectively.
5.5 Discussion
We built a classification model which can be used to automatically assess where a student
stands in terms of the IAM framework based on their posts. Text data, which is high dimensional,
is usually linearly separable [81]. It can be understood from the results in Table 5.1 that SVC
linear is giving a better accuracy than the other classifiers. However, accuracy may be improved
by getting more training data, which we are in lacking in our case.
The advantage of using the IAM framework over target classes from other studies [2, 95, 128] is
its ability to capture whether knowledge is constructed within the group by means of the exchanges.
It also identifies if individual participants change their understanding of the subject as a result of
interactions with other participants. Hence, the target classes from the IAM framework are more
effective than the target classes from other studies. While building this model, we only considered
uni-gram features rather than engineering new features such as number of words in the posts,
number of spelling mistakes, etc. As suggested by the study of Agrawal et al. [2], we chose only
to use n-gram features as the study shows that there isn’t any significant increase in the accuracy
of the model when additional features are considered.
Our classification model can support many MOOC stakeholders in automatic assessment of
students, which is costly to evaluate manually. The model can be used in performing large-scale
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analysis of performance of students participating in MOOC forum discussions and answer ques-
tions such as: (i) Are students answering fellow students’ questions performing better than others?
(ii) Do students who express a gap in their understanding drop out eventually?
There are some limitations of our work. (i) Since the data set is from a chemistry MOOC
course and the classification model built on the uni-grams of chemistry terminology, it cannot
be generalized to other MOOC courses as the terminology differs from one subject to another.
(ii) As the course is an introductory course, the level of understanding or explanations differ in an
advanced course. Hence this model may not perform well in an advanced course without additional
training.
While this chapter has demonstrated the potential of using a classification model that can be
used to automatically assess a student, many opportunities for extending the scope of this work
remain. Two directions for future work are of particular interest. First, our focus was on obtain-
ing an accurate model, which was accomplished with approximately 80% accuracy. Users may
not only be interested in this overall performance but in knowing the confidence of our model for
each post. As text classification is a high-dimensional classification problem, there are many noise
features that make no contribution to the increase of accuracy [37]. An interesting question is
thus to explore how these features relate to accuracy. We explored patterns in the errors by calcu-
lating the percentage of mis-classification for each post in the data set by running our model 10
times. Based on their percentage of mis-classification, we categorized the posts into three classes:
None (0% mis-classification), Possible (10 to 90% mis-classification), and Systematic (100% mis-
classification). For example, if a post is correctly classified in all 10 runs, it is labeled as None; If
a post is classified six times correctly and four times incorrectly, it is labeled as Possible; and if a
post is mis-classified 10 out of 10 times it is labeled as Systematic. As aforementioned, our model
is highly accurate, hence most posts (505 out of 803) had 0% mis-classification; the rest are shown
in Figure 5.4. We used different classification models (SVMs, decision trees, and random forest)
to relate the features to the mis-classification class. None was able to achieve accuracy above 50%
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(Table 5.2). That is, we could not identify which specific features were more likely to result in
errors, which in turn means that we cannot currently express a level of confidence per post. Given
that this confidence level may be important for the user, other methods should be employed to
further explore where the errors come from. These include, but are not limited to, association rule
mining [8].
Figure 5.4: Distribution of posts per mis-classification category.
Second, additional language-independent features in addition to those used in the studies [2,
95, 128] can be extracted from the discussions and compared so that more generalized classifiers
can be built and employed across different courses offered in multiple languages.
Future research may also explore the use of our model on other MOOCs with comparable or
larger datasets. With larger datasets, we can get rid of the randomness in the model by avoiding
over-sampling of data, but still, we can under-sample the data if there is any imbalance. The data
we used to build our model was not capturing all the classes in the IAM framework which forced
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Table 5.2: Prediction results of four classifiers trained on tf-idf representation of user posts with
all the features and max df = 0.7. Note that the parameters not reported in the table 5.2 were
left to their default value. The target classes created based on percentage of mis-classification of
a post are None, Possible, and Systematic. Important features of a strong classifier can help us
in identifying sets of terms which are often leading to mis-classification of a post. Ignoring those
features might increase the accuracy of our model.
Classification Model Average Precision Average Recall Average F1-score
DecisionTreeClassifier 0.358335423 0.355050505 0.346046078
SVC Linear 0.450877483 0.435151515 0.433928236
SVC RBF 0.14905676 0.352323232 0.201766202
Random Forest 0.439400611 0.403737374 0.400793703
us to group some of the posts and create a class: Other. Given the size and nature of MOOCs, ex-
ploring the model in other MOOCs can solve the issue of insufficient data. Additionally, exploring
the use of our model on other MOOCs can answer a question on generalization: can this model be
used in other MOOC courses?
(a) Case 1 (b) Case 2 (c) Case 3
Figure 5.5: Monitoring tool to show the sample size required to have good accuracy.
Finally, as a way to avoid attrition, learning systems can embed a monitoring tool. This moni-
toring tool can be helpful to see whether the sample size available after a certain week of the course
is sufficient to build the model with good accuracy or not. In other words, it tells us how soon in-
structors can start monitoring their classes. The monitoring tool may support the instructors in
MOOCs to identify where the students stand during the progress of the course when a sufficiently
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sized sample is available. There are at least three different cases regarding the amount of data
needed to obtain sufficient accuracy, as summarized in Figure 5.5 for three different cases:
• The sample size available at the early stage of the course is sufficient to get a good accuracy
(Figure 5.5 a).
• The sample size available at the beginning is not sufficient, but as the course progresses the
accuracy increases linearly (Figure 5.5 b).
• The graph follows a logarithmic pattern where the model can be used after certain weeks
when there is no more significant increase in the accuracy (Figure 5.5 c).
CHAPTER 6
A NOVEL THREE-TIER VISUALIZATION FOR CRISIS
IDENTIFICATION
We explained how policy makers can interact with off-the-shelf tools such as Jigsaw and
IN-SPIRE to understand public opinion from large collections of text documents. This chapter1
shows how text analytics, visual analytics, and fuzzy cognitive map (FCM) can collectively help an
analyst to understand complex scenarios such as obesity by providing an interactive visualization
environment. The analyst interacts with the visualization to update and receive feedback through a
simulation model called fuzzy cognitive map. The FCM shows the relationships between different
factors deemed important to the analyst; this offers a valuable focus in terms of identifying key data
sources and finding connected factors. Text analytics helps the analyst keep track of important data
sources among the vast data collected for the analysis. Our data set and the scripts we wrote to
build the interactive visualization environment can be accessed at https://osf.io/eb38c/.
6.1 Introduction
Domain experts have faced staggering volumes of textual information for many years [64].
Many techniques have been proposed and evaluated to support experts in generating insight from
text, using natural language processing [14, 103] (e.g., text summarization or topic identification)
and/or interactive visualizations (e.g., via tools such as Jigsaw [142] or IN-SPIRE [158]). The
1All of this chapter has been submitted to IEEE Visual Analytics Science and Technology conference as V.S Pil-
lutla, P.J Giabbanelli. “Iterative generation of insight from text collections through mutually reinforcing visualizations
and mental models.”
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type of insight that one seeks can vary widely depending on the problem. For example, policy-
makers may be interested in obtaining summaries of their constituents’ views regarding proposed
policies [51], while marketing and communication experts may want to analyze sentiments. In a
deeper analysis, experts not only want to identify the key concepts from the documents but also
capture their interrelatedness. This type of analysis is particularly common in the intelligence com-
munity, where one may accumulate a lot of documents and use them to build an explanation of a
phenomenon such as political unrest [118].
Many visualization techniques can articulate relations between concepts in text documents.
Word trees [156] and latest evolutions such as SentenTree [75] extend the idea of tag clouds
(focusing on displaying only the keywords) by associating keywords in the context where they
occur (typically at the sentence level). However, this limits the structure that may be obtained
to trees, whereas complex phenomena are known to often harbor loops [105]. It also doesn’t
convey much of the semantic relation between the words. Radial document visualization conveys
more semantic [23], but connections are limited to hyponymy (i.e., between a specific word and
a broader term, such as identifying that a dog is an animal). Concept maps originated as a means
to manually organize knowledge, gaining popularity in the education community [108]. They
allow for any network structure and represent concepts as nodes (e.g., ‘poverty’, ‘insurgency’)
connected by edges annotated with propositions (e.g., ‘begin with’, ‘necessary for’). While this
encodes a much richer semantic than provided by the output of either tag clouds or radial document
visualization, it comes at the expense of difficulties in automatically building a concept map from
documents. Tools from the early 2000s were either fully automatic but very limited in scope (e.g.,
by expecting related concepts to be within the same sentence [21] or to follow specific linguistic
structures [122]) or relied on iterations of user feedback to refine the set of edges [3]. The Concept
Map Miner proposed by Villalon and Calvo in 2011 provides a visualization environment where
the concept map is built automatically from the text, using text mining algorithms such as latent
semantic analysis [152]. While this approach and related variants [149] enable the extraction
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of concept maps from text, these maps still have important limits given the needs of analysts.
Specifically, these maps represent only a “still” image of what is contained in the documents. As
they cannot highlight the dynamics of events, they do not fully support the forecasting needs of
analysts. For example, we can see what the main factors are in the text (e.g., distrust of institutions
in the case of insurgency) and we can see how they relate, but we cannot assess whether the corpus
obtained last week indicates a higher probability of an insurgency than in the corpus from two
months ago.
Fuzzy cognitive maps (FCMs) can address these limitations. As they are a simulation model,
they provide forecasting capabilities. In a 2013 idea paper, we suggested that analysts can go be-
yond concept maps by building fuzzy cognitive maps from text documents [118], but we did not
cover how it may be implemented or what algorithms would be involved. The implementation of
this idea has proved arduous, as might be expected from lessons learned in gradually automatizing
the creation of concept maps. In this chapter, we present an implementation relying on the innova-
tive combination of text analytics, interactive visualizations, and fuzzy cognitive maps. In contrast
with previous approaches that created FCMs without visualizations other than the result or input
text [84, 155], we posit that interactive visualizations are the key to create high-quality FCMs from
text documents. Consequently, our main contribution is the development of a visual analytics en-
vironment that creates a feedback between data exploration and model refinement. The feedback
loop works as follows: the analyst explores text data based on a model of the phenomenon and
refines that model based on observed patterns, which will in turn improve the exploration expe-
rience. Fuzzy cognitive maps provides the modeling part, text analytics suggest the refinements,
and the visualization environment constitutes the key vehicle to efficiently interact with these two
components.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.2, we provide background knowledge for the
visual analytics and FCM. As we rely on an innovative combination of techniques from different
fields, we do not expect the reader to be familiar with all techniques and thus include a succinct
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contextualization of each technique within its field. The design of our environment is presented
in Section 6.3, with the software implementation discussed in Section 6.4. The implementation
is open source and can be freely accessed on a third-party repository at https://osf.io/
eb38c/. The overview of functionalities is also provided in the form of a video at https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3Moa12UD. In Section 6.5, we provide a concrete case
study using data from the field of overweight and obesity showing how a refined understanding
of the phenomenon can be obtained through our environment. Finally, we address the technical
limitations of our visualization system and provide a brief discussion on future work in Section 6.6.
6.2 Background
6.2.1 Modelling component: fuzzy cognitive maps
This chapter seeks to assist experts in refining forecasting models articulating the concepts
and interdependencies in complex problems. Concept maps are not computational models; that
is, one cannot run a simulation on a picture of a network. However, there are several modelling
techniques which resemble concept maps in the sense that they articulate relationships between
factors but also have forecasting abilities. System dynamics (SD) is one such technique, and it
can account for aspects of problems that include delays, accumulation, etc. While qualitative data
such as text can be used to inform the development of SD models [97], the high expressive power
of SD presents a major barrier to building them more automatically from text. Fuzzy cognitive
maps (FCMs) provide more limited models, as they do not capture features such as delay or even
time. Dating back to the late 1980s and originating from soft computing [89], an FCM is a causal
network equipped with an inference engine (Figure 6.1). It has been used in many occasions as a
reasonably proxy of stakeholder ‘’mental model”, articulating the different factors and dynamics
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of their interactions as understood by a stakeholder [50, 52, 113]. The fact that FCMs can be
intuitively developed has made them increasingly popular in a variety of human-environmental
interaction contexts [30, 62], where experts in a field of application (rather than in computer science
or modelling) use FCMs to articulate their understanding of a problem given the evidence and then
test the model’s predictions for a few scenarios of interest.
An FCM models the behavior of a system through three key constructs:
(i) nodes, representing concepts of the system such as states or entities. Nodes have a weight in
the range [0, 1] indicating the extent to which the concept is present at a simulation step.
(ii) weighted directed edges, representing causal relationships. Their weight is from the range
[-1, 1] where negative weights indicate that increases in the source node cause a decrease in
the target node. Conversely, positive weights indicate that increases in the source node cause
an increase in the target node.
(iii) an inference function which updates the value of each node based on the weights of both the
edges going into it and the nodes that these edges connect to. The update is applied until
the values for a subset of nodes stabilize. That subset is chosen based on the application.
For example, if the goal is to understand long-term trends of obesity, one would want the
concept “obesity” in a model to stabilize (Figure 6.1).
As we seek to provide an overview of the technique rather than a complete depiction of its
mathematical underpinnings, we refer the reader to [57] for a more formal introduction. One
mathematical aspect will be covered because it exemplifies why FCMs are intuitive to use and
because our proposed environment gives direct access to it. This aspect is about how experts’
judgments are transformed into edge weights using fuzzy logic. In mathematics, a set is a collection
of objects that either belong or do not, based on some definition. However, in real-world scenarios,
classes of objects do not have such precisely defined criteria of membership. When an expert
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Figure 6.1: This FCM has 15 nodes/concepts (shown in boxes) and 25 interrelationships/edges.
The FCM is updated until the concept “obesity” stabilizes. Edges have either positive (solid lines)
or negative (dashed lines) values, whose strength is shown as their width. The strength was ob-
tained using fuzzy logic based on the knowledge of seven experts [55].
evaluates the strength with which a concept impacts another one, he or she may summarize it as
“very strong” while another may call it “strong”. These two linguistic variables do not map to
exact values such as 4 or 5. Rather, there is a continuum of grades of membership. A “strong”
may be closer to a 4 than it is to a 5, while a “very strong” may be closer to a 5 than a 4. Fuzzy
set theory can handle this vagueness using membership functions, that is, a continuum of grades of
membership. Experts can naturally express their judgments using linguistic variables such as “very
strong,” which is associated with a membership function (Figure 6.2). As different experts weigh
in on the strength of each connection, each one of the membership functions is endorsed to some
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extent. These endorsements are entered into a rule-based, aggregated [100, 159], and eventually
de-fuzzification is applied to produce the specific number standing for the edge’s weight. In sum,
fuzzy logic allows experts to use natural linguistic terms when forming evaluations while relying
on mathematics to adequately transform these terms into one number.
Figure 6.2: Each triangular membership function represents perception of a linguistic variable.
These perceptions of linguistic terms can overlap. Overall, they define a partition of the space [86].
6.2.2 Visualization component: multi-tiered visualization
Our proposed environment for visual analytics seeks to assist analysts in navigating the text
documents (through algorithms presented in the previous section) and iteratively refine their un-
derstanding of the problem (through the fuzzy cognitive map presented in Section 6.2.1). Sev-
eral views of the data must thus co-exist in one environment, such as the text documents and
the analyst’s mental model. There are two broad approaches to create such environment.1 One
consists of setting up individual visualizations (e.g., one for the FCM and one for the text docu-
ments), and using brushing to work across these multiple data representations. Software such as
IN-SPIRE [158] feature several examples of this approach. Alternatively, one can use a multi-
tiered visualization, which emphasizes dependencies between the views. For example, selecting an
1Note that when there is a direct mapping between views of the text in terms of scale, one may use multiscale text
visualizations such as Typograph [33]. The views considered here (e.g., text documents vs. mental model) do not
possess such direct mapping, thus multiscale text visualizations are not listed as one of the main options.
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item in one view may show how it connects to items in the other view(s) through rays, rather than
using only contours or colours as would be typical in the case of brushing. Multi-tiered visualiza-
tions have been used in several works, of which three prominent are now presented using a chrono-
logical approach. These three approaches were selected as they exemplify horizontal/vertical and
2D/3D multi-tiered visualizations.
In 1996, Risch et al. proposed the exploratory information visualization system Starlight
[123], which interactively generates information-dense 3D visual representations of data interrela-
tionships. Starlight possessed many interesting features, including the linkage display system
to assist users in finding hidden patterns in the data. To show the linkages, Starlight uses
the set of term linkages developed during the initial pre-processing stage. Clicking on an entity
creates a series of rays connecting it with entities in other tiers of the visualization. For example,
Figure 6.3 shows how the selection of an entity in the central tier shows its connections with items
in the tier above and the tier below. Starlight was known to have a number of shortcomings,
such as the high computational cost of text processing algorithms to identify interrelationships and
the display complexity that came when handling a large number of entities.
In their 2008 article, Stasko et al. proposed a suite of interactive visualizations and named the
prototype system Jigsaw [142]. The main goal was to create visual representations of the infor-
mation within textual documents and improve the understanding of the analysts. To achieve this,
Jigsaw provides multiple views, allowing the user to visually investigate different relationships
between entities in the documents, where entities can be places, people, organizations and dates.
While Jigsaw includes brushing to work across visualizations, it also has a multi-tier visualiza-
tion called list view (Figure 6.4) that shows multiple reorderable lists of entities. For recursive
relations (i.e., connecting elements of an entity list to other elements within the same entity list)
such as social networks, users can play the same list side by side. Connections between the en-
tities are shown by coloring related entities and drawing links between them. The brightness of
highlighting of an entity represents the strength of the relationship between the entities. Compared
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to Starlight, the algorithms employed by Jigsaw allow it to handle document collections in
the tens of thousands reasonably well. However, the display complexity can also be significant,
particularly when many links appear between lists.
In 2014, Jordao et al. proposed the multi-tiered visualization EduVis to represent educational
data patterns [83]. They extracted semester-wise course patterns from nine years of data from a
computer science program. In EduVis, each layer represents one semester of a study program,
displaying courses as circles.
Figure 6.3: Horizontal 3D multi-tiered visualization from the Starlight software as exempli-
fied in [118].
When data on failure is available, the circles are subdivided into two semi-circles. In Figure 6.5,
the green semi-circle on the left depicts the number of successful students, and the red semi-circle
on the right depicts the students who failed the course. This allows users to contrast success rates
for specific courses. The visualization also allows users to see the relationships of the course with
others by moving the mouse over the circle. The relationships are represented by visual connectors
(cubic Bezier curves) whose thickness corresponds to the number of students involved. The color
of the visual connector represents success (from blue to green) or failure ranges (from yellow to
red).
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Figure 6.4: Vertical 2D multi-tiered visualization from Jigsaw [142].
6.3 Design of the visualization environment
6.3.1 Overview
In our 2013 idea paper, we suggested a design in five levels (Figure 6.6a). It proposed to sub-
divide the FCM into the top two layers and included a data source layer at the bottom. Based on
feedback from our idea paper and ensuing discussions on the design, sub-dividing the FCM did not
appear pertinent because (i) analysts would have to decide what is a micro- versus macro-factor,
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Figure 6.5: Horizontal 2D multi-tiered visualization exemplifying the principles of Eduvis [83].
and (ii) this decision is not useful since analysts can just focus on the factors whose long-term
trends are of interest. Therefore, our current design includes the whole FCM as the top layer. We
also removed the data source layer as many of the datasets we worked with did not include that
information. For example, intelligence gathering sessions would only provide the transcript of
interviews but not who the source was or where it took place. In sum, our environment for visual
analytics is composed of three tiers (Figure 6.6b).
The overall visual encoding of information and interaction builds on lessons learned from pre-
vious multi-tier visualizations (Section 6.2.2). As in Jigsaw, STARLIGHT and Eduvis, con-
nections between elements in the three tiers are shown through rays. As in Jigsaw, we further
emphasize these connections through colors. In our case, the contour of elements indicates that
they are related. Similar to STARLIGHT, we use a horizontal 3D approach, which was found
to be inline with other software that the intelligence community is familiar with [118]. As in
STARLIGHT, despite the fact that the rendering is performed in 3D, we limit the user’s control
of the viewpoint to avoid disorientation effects. Since previous papers highlighted that the display
complexity increased notably with the number of connections found across tiers [123, 142], we
considered it essential to support the use of our environment on large displays (which can unclutter
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the rendering) and particularly large touch screens. To ensure that interactions with such appara-
tuses could be intuitive, there are no double or right clicks: a single (left) selection suffices for all
operations. In addition, the same selection always results in the same effect: users do not need to
change between tools. The overall visual encoding of information and interaction builds on lessons
learned from previous multi-tier visualizations (section 6.2.2). As in Jigsaw, STARLIGHT and
Eduvis, connections between elements in the three tiers are shown through rays. As in Jigsaw,
we further emphasize these connections through colors. In our case, the contour of elements indi-
cates that they are related. Similarly to STARLIGHT we use a horizontal 3D approach, which was
found to be in-line with other software that the intelligence community is familiar with [118]. As
in STARLIGHT, despite the fact that the rendering is performed in 3D, we limit the user’s control
of the viewpoint to avoid disorientation effects. Since previous papers highlighted that the display
complexity increased notably with the number of connections found across tiers [142, 123], we
considered it essential to support the use of our environment on large displays (which can unclutter
the rendering), and particularly large touch screens. To ensure that interactions with such appara-
tus could be intuitive, there are no double or right clicks: a single (left) selection suffices for all
operations. In addition, the same selection always results in the same effect: users do not need to
change between tools.
Similar to previous IEEE VIZ papers having multiple parts [16, 67], the remainder of this
section explains each of the (three) parts and then details how analysts interact with them.
6.3.2 Design of the three layers
Fuzzy cognitive map: concepts and weighted causal edges
The first module or the top layer is the fuzzy cognitive map. The nodes of the FCM correspond
to abstract concepts (e.g., coordination, violence, negotiations, military action) and the edges of
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the FCM correspond to the strength of causation from one factor to another. The weights of the
concepts are updated based on the strength of causation from one factor to another, which can
be obtained from the text files with minimum intervention from the analyst. At any point of the
analysis, the analyst can hover over any FCM concept to see its name and weight.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: (a) Design as suggested in our previous idea paper [118]. Note that the type of data
patterns was unknown, and the critical linkage between these patterns and the data constellation
was not specified beyond the fact that data had to be mined. (b) New design proposed and im-
plemented in this paper. The FCM is entirely within the top layer and does not position factors
as micro or macro. The data constellation is made of individual text documents, linked to entities
using KL divergence.
Entities: list of terms
The entities are the key terms and are represented as a collection of colored rectangles in the
second or middle layer. The coloring criteria for the second and third modules will be explained in
the subsequent paragraphs after explaining the third module.
Data constellation: set of text documents
The third module or the base layer is a collection of text files which can be loaded by the
analyst. The tf-idf scores are computed to extract important keywords from the text and help the
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analyst in identifying new entities. Terms with either very high or very low tf-idf scores were
considered noise and are not shown as suggestions. The analyst can click on a file in the base layer
to see these suggestions from that file in a separate rectangular box (see Figure 6.7).
6.3.3 Interactive analysis with the visualization
The analyst can click on a document to see a list of suggestions; these are a set of key terms
extracted from the file based on their tf-idf scores. The analyst can add potential entities from the
suggestion box into the entity layer by clicking the add icon which is next to every suggestion. The
analyst can also delete an inappropriate entity from the middle layer by clicking on the Remove
Entity button. This action pops up a new frame asking for the name of the entity to be deleted.
If the analyst wishes to add new concepts to the FCM, which can be achieved by clicking
the Add Concept button, this action will pop up a new window asking the analyst to input the
concept’s name and weight. Similarly, the analyst can add or delete FCM relationships by clicking
on Remove Link or Add Link buttons respectively.
The relevance of each document to a particular entity is computed using KL divergence (ex-
plained in Section 2.5.2). Once all the modules are loaded, the entities in the middle layer are
colored based on their score. The scores of the entities are computed as follows. Each entity is
treated as a query term and the documents which are having a KL divergence score greater than
zero for the entity are connected to the entity. For example, if there are two documents (a and b in
the base layer); the KL divergence score from the documents to the entity ‘diabetes’ is 0 and 0.45
respectively; then only document b is connected to the entity. One disadvantage of using KL diver-
gence as a ranking function is that scores are not comparable across queries. To compare the scores
across all the documents, the individual KL divergence scores of the documents for each entity are
normalized using min-max normalization. Min-max normalization brings the value to the range of
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0 and 1. The sum of the normalized KL divergence scores of all the connected files of an entity are
summed to generate the score of the entity, which is intuitively the amount of relevant information
contained in the documents for a particular term. The color of the entity is used to show this score
(green representing the lowest and red representing the highest). Similar to the FCM module, the
analyst can hover over the entity or the file to see the name and the KL divergence score.
Once all three modules are loaded into the system, the analyst can perform interactive explo-
ration. The analyst can check the relationships between elements in different layers by clicking on
any individual component. For example, clicking on an FCM concept will show the relationships
to the connected entities and the list of files connected to those entities. These connections are
represented using white lines between the components. Similarly, clicking on an entity will reveal
all the connections from the selected entity to the files in the base layer and the FCM concepts. In
the same way, the analyst can observe the relationships from a selected file to the list of connected
entities and the list of concepts connected to these entities (see Figure 6.9).
Furthermore, the analyst can weight the relationship between an entity and an FCM concept, if
one exists between them, by clicking on the link or create a new relationship by clicking Add Link
button. The entity is treated as a virtual concept of the FCM; the link between the entity and the
connected FCM concept is treated as an edge. The analyst is prompted to provide (i) the direction
of causality (i.e., whether the target increases or decreases as a function of the source) and (ii)
its strength using linguistic terms (Figure 6.9) which will be converted into a crisp value using
fuzzy logic (Section 6.2.1). The FCM starts evolving with its new virtual concept (entity) until
it stabilizes (Figure 6.10). After the FCM evolution, if the analyst wishes to undo the simulation
back by one step, he can click the Undo button provided in the tool.
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6.4 Implementation
We have implemented the visualization system using Processing 2.2.1 framework. The
algorithms contained in the visualization system are implemented in Java 1.8. We used jung
2.1.1 library for the graph data structures to store the FCM concepts and relationships. The FCM
implementation is derived from an implementation used in several previous works including [50,
52, 54].
When the analyst loads the files into the system, each file is pre-processed sequentially. We
used Stanford CoreNLP 3.4 to pre-process the text. The list of suggestions are generated
for each text file after performing tokenization, stop word removal, and lemmatization operations
(which are common across all document retrieval techniques). These suggestions are then sorted
based on their tf-idf scores and only the top 10 suggestions in the list are shown to the user. Pro-
cessing these documents, generating the tf-idf scores, and determining the relationships between
the files and the entities may take several minutes on a personal computer as these steps are imple-
mented sequentially.
There are certain parameters in our implementation. We determined the connections between
the entities and the files using KL divergence. A connection between the entity and the file is
established if the KL divergence score is greater than zero. However, the actual KL divergence
score can be seen by hovering over the entity. We tuned the FCM stabilization constant, which is
the stopping criterion for the FCM. We set this value as 0.005. To ensure that the value of each
concept in the FCM remains in the interval [0, 1], we apply the tanh function and limit the output
to the [0, 1] interval. We combined the expert opinions for each relationship using the Mamdani
algorithm [100], the sum method of aggregation, and the centroid method for defuzzification.
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Figure 6.7: Analyst can check the relationships between an entity, its connected concepts in the
FCM, and the files by clicking it.
6.5 Case study: overweight and obesity
In this section we will discuss a case study showing the usability of our visualization system
to understand complex scenarios. The Mind, Exercise, Nutrition, Do It (MEND) program is an
intervention for children with obesity and their families. The program consists of sessions on
nutrition and behavior change as well as group physical activity [53, 131]. While MEND originates
from the UK, it has also been implemented in Australia, Canada, Denmark, New Zealand and the
US. The program is designed so that it can be implemented in the community by people who are
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Figure 6.8: Relationships between a selected file, its connected entities in the second layer, and
their connected FCM concepts. The suggestion box on the right side shows a list of terms with
good tf-idf scores from the selected file.
Figure 6.9: Weighting the relationship between a selected entity and one of its connected FCM
concepts.
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Figure 6.10: FCM after evolution.
not health professionals. Due to the scaling up of the program, both in its geographic reach as
well as the number of participants, it is of particular interest to understand the complexity of the
organizational structure.
In order to capture the vision of the stakeholders, interviews were performed and transcribed
by the Chronic Disease Systems Modeling Laboratory at Simon Fraser University, which pro-
vided ethics approval. A total of 18 stakeholder interviews were produced by the Chronic Disease
Systems Modeling Laboratory. In this case study, the analyst created an FCM to understand the
behavior of the system and supported it with the help of the vision expressed by the stakeholders.
The interview transcript files are first loaded into the visualization system. After getting a
basic idea of the key terms by going through all the suggestions, the analyst clicked on each of
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the files and added the obesity-related key terms from the suggestion box into the entity layer
as discussed in Section 6.3.3. The key terms added by the analyst are ‘waist’,‘circumference’,
‘sweetener’, ‘healthy’, ‘treatment’, ‘parenting’, ‘diabetes’, ‘clinical’, ‘guide line’, and ‘curriculum’
(Figure 6.11a). Terms with higher tf-idf scores such as ‘standpoint’, ‘licensing’, ‘technology’, etc.,
are left behind as they are not related to the obesity epidemic, which is the main focus of the analyst.
Figure 6.11: Case study showing the FCM creation from text files and refining the FCM to under-
stand the causal relationships of obesity epidemic.
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To identify the impact of these entities on the overall system, the analyst started building the
FCM by adding concepts. He added a concept, ‘obesity’, which is a superset of the entities
‘waist’,‘circumference’, and ‘diabetes’ (Figure 6.11 b). He then added another concept, ‘exer-
cise’, to see the impact of exercise on obesity (Figure 6.11 c). He created a relationship between
the concepts by clicking the Add Link button. He also created links between the concepts and the
entities by clicking the Add link button and providing the details of the relationship from the group
of experts. Thus, he created a full chain from the files to the concepts in the FCM.
The analyst observed that the values of the FCM concepts changed after the evolution. How-
ever, he noticed that the there are a few more entities which are related to the epidemic. He created
a text file with all those entities and uploaded the text file into the system. By observing the KL
divergence scores, the analyst identified that some of the newly added entities are strongly sup-
ported by the interview files. To understand the impact of these newly added factors on the key
concept, obesity, the analyst added new concepts which are supersets of the newly added entities
(Figure 6.11 f). He identified entities with high scores such as ‘health issues’ and ‘gaining weight’
and connected them to the FCM concepts. After the FCM evolution, he noticed that the concepts,
‘food intake’ and ‘anti depressants’, are strongly impacting ‘obesity’ (Figure 6.11 h).
This kind of analysis provides two immediate benefits in the process of understanding complex
scenarios. First, it helps in identifying concepts and relationships that appropriately cover the
experience of stakeholders. Second, it can help in creating new relationships between concepts
and entities and see their impact on the overall system.
6.6 Discussion
We developed a novel visualization system which is a synergy of visual and computational
methods. By leveraging the strengths of text analytics, visual analytics, and fuzzy cognitive maps,
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our visualization system is able to help modelers and analysts understand complex systems. The
analyst can either follow a top-down approach or a bottom-up approach to explore a complex
phenomenon. In other words, the analyst can load the files alone and start identifying entities and
concepts and then build the relationships. The analyst can also load the FCM first and then load
the entities and text files to see the relevance between the entities and text files and then refine
the FCM based on these insights. The implemented system has at least two major advantages: (i)
the analyst can interactively build an FCM from scratch and support it with evidence from the text
files; (ii) the analyst can explore large text files and identify important terms and also quantitatively
explain their impact on the system.
One shortcoming of our visualization is the increase in display complexity when operating on
a large collections of entities or text files. Experimenting with fisheye views [68] to selectively
focus and reveal details as the user approaches a particular region of visualization may be helpful
in reducing the display complexity. Further usability studies are needed to empirically validate our
system and understand how actual users interactively explore scenarios using this system.
One disadvantage of using KL divergence as a ranking function is that scores are not compara-
ble across queries. This does not matter for ad hoc retrieval, but it is important in other applications
such as topic tracking. We compared the average KL divergence scores of the entities by normal-
izing them using min-max normalization. Kraaij and Spitters [90] suggest an alternative proposal
which models similarity as a normalized log-likelihood ratio (or, equivalently, as a difference be-
tween cross-entropies). Future work may thus experimentally determine the efficiency of different
methods to normalize the KL divergence, including the min-max method used here and the log-
likelihood ratio proposed by Kraaij and Spitters.
We see two principal directions for future work: (i) experimenting with fisheye views to reduce
the display complexity and (ii) exploring alternative layouts for graphs to avoid overlapping edges
in the FCM.
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We briefly discussed graph layouts in Section 2.2. Graph layout algorithms are used to vi-
sualize graphs and enhance their legibility [144]. Researchers focus on aesthetic criteria such as
minimizing edge crossings. Dickerson et al. [28] used dot layout to visualize metabolic and reg-
ulatory network models. As a part of future work, other alternative layouts such as radial layout,
hierarchical layout, etc., may be explored to enhance the visualization.
CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION
The overarching goal of this thesis was to develop systems for social computing, both in the
context of online communities and the study of societal processes. Specifically, these systems
should allow users to learn while in turn learning from the users (positive feedback). This goal
was subdivided into two specific aims, thus assessing the benefit of this feedback in both aspects
of social computing:
1. Can instructors in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) use an automated system to
refine their assessment of the students’ learning experience while refining the system’s own
assessment?
2. Can a system guide analysts and modelers in exploring data about social processes while
learning from the users how to best guide them?
To answer (1), we built a machine learning model to automatically categorize students’ discus-
sions into appropriate phases of the IAM Framework. Our results show that text data, which is high
dimensional, was linearly separable. It can be understood from the results in Table 5.1 that SVC
linear gives a better accuracy than the other classifiers. However, accuracy may be improved by
getting more training data which we are lacking in our case. We successfully created a model sup-
port assessment of the students but we weren’t able to refine the system’s own assessment because
there wasn’t any pattern in the mis-classification of interactions. Considering a different MOOC
course dataset might be helpful in refining the system’s own assessment.
Our classification model can support many MOOC stakeholders in automatic assessment of
students, which is costly to evaluate manually. The model can be used in performing large-scale
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analysis of students’ performance based on their discussions in MOOC forum and answer questions
such as: (i) Are students answering fellow students’ questions performing better than others? (ii)
Do students who express a gap in their understanding drop out eventually?
There are some limitations of our work. (i) Since the dataset is from a chemistry MOOC
course and the classification model built on the uni-grams of chemistry terminology, it cannot
be generalized to other MOOC courses as the terminology differs from one subject to another.
(ii) As the course is an introductory course, the level of understanding or explanations differ in an
advanced course. Hence this model may not perform well in an advanced course without additional
training.
To answer (2), we created a visualization system for the analysts to interactively explore data
about social processes by interacting with the visualization to update and receive feedback through
a fuzzy cognitive map. We emphasized how text analytics, visual analytics, and fuzzy cognitive
mapping can be combined to aid the analysts in gaining new and deep insights into complex real-
world scenarios.
Many directions for future work have been suggested, for example, switching to a 2D view may
help in reducing the visual complexity of our system. Besides visual complexity, we have used Pro-
cessing framework to build the visualization, As Processing is continuous rendering framework,
the memory load was high for exploratory tools; exploring other options to render the visualization
is another point of interest for future work.
In the case of classification of student discussions, one important problem we faced was im-
balance of the dataset. We solved this problem by oversampling the existing data using synthetic
minority over sampling technique (SMOTE). However, the dataset size was also very small with
which to build the machine learning model with higher accuracy. With larger samples, we can also
avoid randomness caused by oversampling of the data.
Furthermore, the data we used to build our model was not capturing all the classes in the IAM
framework, which forced us to group some of the posts and create a class: Other. Given the size
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and nature of MOOCs, exploring the model in other MOOCs can solve the issue of insufficient
data. Additionally, exploring the use of our model on other MOOCs can answer a question on
generalization: can this model be used in other MOOC courses?
Another important point to work on in the future is building a monitoring tool to tell the instruc-
tors how soon they can start monitoring their classes. As mentioned in the chapter 5, a monitoring
tool may be created to check whether the sample size obtained in the course after a particular week
is sufficient to build the model with good accuracy.
In the next section, we will present some ideas to extend this work towards my PhD study.
7.1 Future research goals
Word-sense disambiguation is an open problem of natural language processing. When a word
in a sentence has multiple meanings, word-sense disambiguation is the process of identifying the
right sense or meaning of the word. In Section 2.4.3, we explained the usage of lexical chains for
word-sense disambiguation. I would like to further explore how artificial neural networks, more
specifically recurrent neural networks, can identify the true sense of a word given the part of the
sentence before the ambiguous word.
We have explained query-based document retrieval techniques in Section 2.5.2. I am also inter-
ested in identifying alternatives to traditional document retrieval techniques. COSIMIR (Cognitive
Similarity Learning in Information Retrieval) [101] is a feed forward neural network of back-
propagation type to determine the query-document relevance. I would like to investigate the usage
of feed forward and self-organizing neural networks for this task.
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A chatbot is a conversational agent that interacts with users in a certain domain with natural lan-
guage sentences [76]. Chatbots can be used in a variety of settings that include online discussion
forums [76] and tutoring systems [40]. There are two main ways to design conversational systems:
either the system asks questions (e.g., tutoring systems) or the user asks questions (e.g., online
flight booking systems, IT helpdesk troubleshooting [153]). As shown in Figure A.1, these can
be further classified into two types: rule-based chatbot in which the rules are manually authored
and a machine-learning-based chatbot in which the conversation is based on the training set of the
model.
This appendix will first provide an overview of selected chatbots that have hard-coded rules
for the system to ask questions. Then we will provide an example of a system in which the user
asks questions, but the discussion is still not based on learning. Finally, we will point to recent
developments in the field with the use of machine learning, deep neural networks in particular.
Figure A.1 shows how we classified conversational systems in this appendix.
Figure A.1: Classification of conversational systems
Conversational systems either have a modular architecture with hard-coded rules or have a
machine learning model that can ask questions or answer users’ questions based on the provided
training. TuTalk, Why2-Atlas,NLSA, and ChiQat-Tutor (2014) have a modular architecture. In
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other words, they have individual modules which have specific goals and are wired together. Both
TuTalk and Why2-Atlas tutoring systems involve knowledge construction dialogues (KCDs), a
main line of reasoning that the tutor tries to draw out from the student through a series of ques-
tions [82]. Tutalk, Why2-Atlas and ChiQat-Tutor have dialogue managers which are a network of
a finite number of states. State change is initiated based on triggering event or condition. This type
of network is referred to as finite state (or graph) based systems. Alternatively, there are systems
which are implemented as frame-based systems (e.g., NLSA) in which the system fills slots in
pre-defined templates to answer users’ questions [104].
Jordan et al. proposed a dialogue system, TuTalk (an acronym for Tutorial Talk) to support the
rapid development of dialogue systems in learning studies. TuTalk is a collection of core dialogue
system modules and resources that together form a system that can handle user input, understand it,
generate the output, and handle the output along with the discourse, an end-to-end tutoring system.
TuTalk performs these actions using modules such as Coordinator, Input Handler, Output Handler,
Understanding, Generation, Student Module, Dialogue Manager, and Dialogue History Manager.
The details about each of these modules are clearly explained in [82].
TuTalk’s dialogue manager is a finite-state network with a stack and is implemented using the
reactive planner APE [41]. The flow of the dialogue is specified as a set of states with transitions
denoting alternative paths. A state in the finite-state network is either a push to a sub-network as
with the right-most and left-most nodes in Figure A.2 or an initiation that expresses some concept
plus additional response as with the top node and its three branches in Figure A.2. There is a
sub-network for each complex topic to discuss in dialogue. The concept expressed by a response
is part of the dialogue context that can help decide the next state to which to move. A few other
conditions that determine which state to go next are explained in [82].
The author writes a recipe to achieve a goal. When writing a recipe for a topic, the author can
create one or more steps which can also be paired with a set of anticipated responses (first step
in Figure A.3). A recipe can embed another recipe by referring to the goal name of that recipe
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(last step in Figure A.3). Responses can be authored to include follow-up actions so that flawed or
vague responses can be addressed as needed.
Figure A.2: Finite-state network with response concepts and optional steps.
VanLehn et.al. proposed a dialogue-based tutor for qualitative physics essay writing, Why2-
Atlas [150]. This system teaches qualitative physics by having students write paragraph-long ex-
planations of simple mechanical phenomena.
Why2-Atlas system consists of many modules: a sentence-level understander (SLU), a discourse-
level understander (DLU), a tutorial strategist, and a dialogue engine. All these modules are con-
trolled by a discourse manager. The SLU converts each sentence in the student’s essay into a set
of prepositions. The prepositions can be expressed in first-order logic. The functionality of each
module is explained in [150]. Ungrammatical inputs are handled by the parser by skipping words,
inserting missing categories and relaxing grammatical constraints as necessary in order to parse
the sentence.
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Figure A.3: TuTalk basic script showing recipes and steps.
AlZoubi et.al. proposed a modular tutoring system, ChiQat-Tutor [4], which focuses on tutor-
ing computer science data structures (e.g., stacks, trees) and algorithmic strategies (e.g., recursion).
ChiQat-Tutor uses recursion graphs (RGraphs), which are a visual representation of recursive exe-
cution.1 The recursion module in ChiQat supports five individual tasks [4]: (1) tracing an RGraph,
(2) validating an RGraph, (3) constructing an RGraph, (4) animating an RGraph, (5) answering
multiple-choice questions.
The space of possible inputs and outputs in the tutoring systems is limited. As they try to
achieve a very specific goal of teaching a few concepts, the users need not drive the conversation.
But there are systems for a few applications which are based on the users’ questions, such as a
travel system which has the goal of helping a traveller find an appropriate train or flight.
Chai et.al. proposed a Natural Language Sales Assistant (NLSA) that helps users find relevant
information about products in e-commerce sites. NLSA uses a shallow natural language parser for
noun phrases to extract information of interest from the user query and generates a well-formed
XML [19]. This system has a frame-based dialogue manager which organizes the results from the
1A graph G = (V,E) is recursive if V ⊆ N and E ⊆ [N ]2 are recursive [45].
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knowledge base into a template. NLSA’s dialogue manager uses conversational discourse history
when generating responses to the user.
Hutchens and Alder were the first to propose a machine-learning-based chatbot, MegaHAL [77],
to generate replies from a training corpus. The chatbot’s language model consists of two Markov
models to predict the words that precede (Backward Model) or follow (Forward Model) a sentence,
respectively. MegaHAL extracts the keywords from the user input after removing the stop words.
Which reply should be the output to the user is decided using a formula that defines the highest in-
formation. However most of the sentences generated were un-grammatical. MegaHAL suggested
that it was possible to learn from users instead of pre-imposing all the rules, although technical
improvements had to be achieved to generate well-formed sentences. Such improvements have
been brought forward using machine learning techniques, such as deep neural networks (DNNs).
DNNs are powerful models that achieve excellent performance in existing complex learning tasks
such as speech recognition [73].
A deep neural network is a artificial neural network that has more than one layer of hidden
units between its inputs and its outputs [73]. DNNs are trained by back-propagating derivatives of
a cost function that measures the variation between the actual outputs and the target outputs [130].
Using deep learning for NLP applications has been studied by several people [9, 24, 71]. Recurrent
neural networks (RNN) are one of the most popular architectures used in NLP problems as their
architecture is suitable to process variable-length text [139].
Vinyals and Le proposed a neural conversational model using a specific recurrent neural net-
work architecture, long short-term memory (LSTM), which reads the input sequence token by
token and predicts the output sequence one token at a time [153]: “Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) is a specific recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture that was designed to model tem-
poral sequences and their long-range dependencies more accurately than conventional RNNs.” [132]
The output sequence is given to the model during training so that it learns using back-propagation.
The model converses by predicting the next sentence given the previous sentence or sentences in a
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conversation. This method is based on a ‘seq2seq framework’ [145] which uses a specific recurrent
neural network architecture with memory blocks in hidden cells, multi-layered LSTM to map the
input sequence to a fixed dimensionality vector, and then another deep LSTM is used to decode
the target sequence from the vector. This model answers users’ questions based on the training set,
and hence it requires much fewer hand-crafted rules. It can be used across different domains by
training it with different corpora.
